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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Corrective Action Unit (CAU) 536 is located in Area 3 of the Nevada Test Site.  CAU 536 is 
listed in the Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order of 1996 as Area 3 Release Site, and 
comprises a single Corrective Action Site (CAS): 
• CAS 03-44-02, Steam Jenny Discharge 
The Nevada Division of Environmental Protection (NDEP)-approved corrective action 
alternative for CAS 03-44-02 is clean closure.  Closure activities included removing and 
disposing of total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH)- and polyaromatic hydrocarbon  
(PAH)-impacted soil, soil impacted with plutonium (Pu)-239, and concrete pad debris. 
CAU 536 was closed in accordance with the NDEP-approved CAU 536 Corrective Action Plan 
(CAP), with minor deviations as approved by NDEP.  The closure activities specified in the CAP 
were based on the recommendations presented in the CAU 536 Corrective Action Decision 
Document (U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration Nevada Site 
Office, 2004).  This Closure Report documents CAU 536 closure activities. 
During closure activities, approximately 1,000 cubic yards (yd3) of hydrocarbon waste in the 
form of TPH- and PAH-impacted soil and debris, approximately 8 yd3 of Pu-239-impacted soil, 
and approximately 100 yd3 of concrete debris were generated, managed, and disposed of 
appropriately.  Additionally, a previously uncharacterized, buried drum was excavated, removed, 
and disposed of as hydrocarbon waste as a best management practice.  Waste minimization 
techniques, such as the utilization of laboratory analysis to characterize and classify waste 
streams, were employed during the performance of closure work. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Corrective Action Unit (CAU) 536 is listed in Appendix III of the Federal Facility Agreement 
and Consent Order (FFACO), an agreement between the State of Nevada; the U. S. Department 
of Energy (DOE), Environmental Management; the U. S. Department of Defense; and DOE, 
Legacy Management, as Area 3 Release Site (FFACO, 1996; as amended August 2006).  
CAU 536 consists of a single Corrective Action Site (CAS) located in Areas 3 of the Nevada 
Test Site (NTS), which is located approximately 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada.  
Figure 1 depicts the approximate CAS location within the NTS.  Specifically, CAU 536 includes:   
• CAS 03-44-02, Steam Jenny Discharge 
The site reportedly included soils that exceeded clean-up criteria for total petroleum 
hydrocarbons (TPH), polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), and plutonium (Pu)-239.  Historical 
details of the CAS are provided in the CAU 536 Corrective Action Investigation Plan (CAIP) 
(U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration Nevada Site Office 
[NNSA/NSO], 2003) and the CAU 536 Corrective Action Decision Document (CADD) 
(NNSA/NSO, 2004). 
The corrective actions described in the CAU 536 Corrective Action Plan (CAP) (NNSA/NSO, 
2005) were implemented in January and February 2007.  This Closure Report (CR) has been 
prepared for CAU 536 in accordance with the FFACO and the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection (NDEP)-approved CAP.   
1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this CR is to document that the closure of CAU 536 complied with the 
NDEP-approved CAP closure requirements (NNSA/NSO, 2005).  The closure activities 
specified in the CAP were based on the approved corrective action alternative presented in the 
CAU 536 CADD (NNSA/NSO, 2004). 
 
1.2 SCOPE 
The approved closure strategy for CAU 536 was specified in the CAU 536 CADD 
(NNSA/NSO, 2004).  The approved closure alternative for CAS 03-44-02 was clean closure.  The 
strategy for implementing this closure was presented in the CAU 536 CAP (NNSA/NSO, 2005).   
 
Closure activities included: 
• Removing and disposing of TPH-, PAH-, and Pu-239-impacted soil 
• Breaking up adjacent concrete pads and disposing of the debris as sanitary waste 
• Characterizing, excavating, and removing a rock-filled 55-gallon (gal) drum discovered 
during fieldwork as a best management practice (BMP) 
• Collecting verification samples to verify clean-up criteria 
• Backfilling and grading excavations to surrounding topographic contours 
Detailed site-specific closure activities are presented in Section 2.0 of this report.   
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3 
Data quality objectives (DQOs) were developed for the CAU 536 site characterization 
(NNSA/NSO, 2003) and are included in Appendix A of this report.  Site closure was verified 
through inspections, sampling, observations, and documentation of waste disposal.   
 
1.3 CLOSURE REPORT CONTENTS 
This CR includes the following sections: 
• Section 1.0, “Introduction,” presents the purpose, general scope, and an overview of 
report contents. 
• Section 2.0, “Closure Activities,” describes the corrective actions completed, any 
deviations from the CAP, and the general closure schedule. 
• Section 3.0, “Waste Disposition,” describes the wastes generated and documents waste 
disposition. 
• Section 4.0, “Closure Verification Results,” describes the testing, inspections, and other 
measures used to confirm the completion of the corrective actions and the quality of 
results. 
• Section 5.0, “Conclusions and Recommendations,” describes the results, completion of 
implementation of the CAP, and the post-closure monitoring requirements. 
• Section 6.0, “References,” lists the supporting documents. 
 
The appendices include relevant supporting documents: 
• Appendix A, “Data Quality Objectives,” presents the DQOs developed in the                 
CAU 536 CAIP (NNSA/NSO, 2003). 
• Appendix B, “Analytical Results,” presents the summary analytical results for the soil 
verification samples collected at CAS 03-44-02. 
• Appendix C, “Waste Disposition Documentation,” contains copies of the load verification 
forms and recycling forms. 
• Appendix D, “Field Photographs,” contains photographs of the CAS taken prior to, during, 
and after closure activities. 
• Appendix E, “National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Evaluation 
Checklist,” includes the checklist evaluating the environmental impact of site closure 
activities. 
• Appendix F, “Nevada Division of Environmental Protection Comment Responses,” contains 
the Nevada Environmental Restoration Project document review sheet, which documents 
comment feedback and comment resolution as part of the draft document review process. 
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2.0 CLOSURE ACTIVITIES 
This section of the CR details the specific activities involved in the closure of CAU 536. 
 
2.1 DESCRIPTION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION ACTIVITIES 
Closure of CAU 536 was completed by the National Security Technologies, LLC (NSTec), 
Environmental Restoration Project using the approved CAP for CAU 536 (NNSA/NSO, 2005) in 
combination with deviations from the CAP as approved by NDEP.  The CAP was based on the 
recommendations presented in the CAU 536 CADD (NNSA/NSO, 2004).    
Prior to beginning closure activities, the following pre-field activities were completed: 
• Preparation of a NEPA Checklist 
• Preparation of a Field Management Plan for CAU 536 (NSTec, 2006a) 
• Preparation of a Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan for closure activities at CAU 536 
(NSTec, 2006b) 
• Preparation of the work packages to control work 
• Preparation of a Real Estate/Operations Permit to authorize the work 
• Performance of utility surveys to ensure that all fieldwork would be conducted safely and 
without disruption of NTS infrastructure 
Closure activities began on January 8, 2007, and were completed on February 6, 2007.  The 
following sections detail the closure activities implemented for CAU 536.   
 
2.1.1 CAS 03-44-02, Steam Jenny Discharge 
Figure 2 shows the site plan for CAS 03-44-02, which was located approximately 220 feet (ft) 
north of the former magnetite storage hopper in the former Area 3 Camp near the eastern edge of 
Yucca Flat and was used for steam cleaning operations.  The site included multiple areas of 
impacted soil; a 70- by 40-ft concrete pad; a sump located on the eastern side of the main pad; a 
smaller concrete pad adjacent to the western side of the larger pad; and a drainage ditch running 
along the southern edge of the CAS footprint, which led from the southeastern corner of the pad 
to the U3du crater approximately 500 ft to the east. 
 
Results of the site characterization reported TPH, PAH, and Pu-239 as the contaminants of 
concern (COCs) at the CAU 536 site, which were present in the soil in adjacent and overlapping 
areas (NNSA/NSO, 2004).   However, site information and process knowledge obtained during 
the performance of fieldwork indicated the source of TPH and PAH contamination to be asphalt 
present throughout the site to a depth of 3 ft below ground surface (bgs).  Based on this 
information, it was recommended that the top 12 inches of surface material be excavated and 
disposed of at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon landfill, that no field screening for TPH or PAH be 
performed, and that the area be brought to grade using NTS native fill. 
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7 
The CAS was clean closed by excavating, removing, and appropriately disposing of separate 
portions of TPH, PAH, and Pu-239-impacted soil, and by demolishing and disposing of the 
concrete pad.  Initially, two areas of Pu-impacted soil amounting to approximately 16 cubic 
yards (yd3) were removed and disposed of at the NTS Area 5 Radioactive Waste Management 
Complex (RWMC).  Five verification samples were collected from each excavation and 
submitted for laboratory analysis for Pu.  Subsequently, the larger and smaller concrete pads 
were demolished and disposed of as approximately 275 yd3 of sanitary waste at the NTS Area 9 
U10c Sanitary Landfill.  Lastly, and in accordance with recommendations approved by NDEP, 
the uppermost 12 inches of surface material was removed from the site footprint and disposed of 
as approximately 400 yd3 of hydrocarbon waste at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill.  As a BMP, 
a rock-filled 55-gal drum unearthed during the excavation was removed and disposed of at the 
Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill as hydrocarbon waste.  Upon the receipt of verification sample 
analytical results for Pu that were below action levels (see Section 4.0), all excavations were 
backfilled with native material from an approved borrow source and graded to the approximate 
surrounding topographic contours. 
 
2.2 DEVIATIONS FROM CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN AS APPROVED 
Site information and process knowledge obtained during the performance of fieldwork at  
CAU 536 indicated TPH and PAH contamination to be due to the presence of asphalt throughout 
the site to a depth of 3 ft bgs, suggesting that TPH and PAH were incorrectly identified as COCs 
in the CAP.  Based on this information, and with NDEP approval, the uppermost 12 inches of 
surface material was removed from the site footprint and disposed of at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon 
Landfill, and clean fill was then used to grade the footprint to surrounding topographic contours.  
With TPH and PAH contamination being a result of pervasive asphalt and thereby invalidated as 
COCs, deeper excavations to remediate TPH and PAH contamination were not performed, and 
verification sampling for TPH and PAH contamination was no longer required.  
 
Additionally, a previously unidentified 55-gal drum was uncovered during excavation activities 
at CAS 03-44-02.  Deviations from the approved CAP performed during the implementation of 
the CAU 536 CAP include the excavation and disposal of the drum and drum contents as a BMP.   
 
No other deviations from the approved CAP were necessary during field activities. 
 
2.3 CORRECTIVE ACTION SCHEDULE AS COMPLETED 
The completed closure field activities schedule is presented in Table 1. 
 
TABLE 1.  CAU 536 CLOSURE SCHEDULE 
SITE DATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS COMPLETED* 
CAS 03-44-02 February 6, 2007 
Notes:   * Corrective action activities do not include post-closure photo documentation 
site visits.  Post-closure site visits were completed February 8, 2007. 
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2.4 SITE PLAN / SURVEY PLAT 
No engineering “as-built” drawings were required for closure activities conducted at CAU 536.  
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3.0 WASTE DISPOSITION 
Waste generated during CAU 536 closure activities included hydrocarbon waste, low-level waste 
(LLW), and sanitary waste/construction debris.  All waste was managed according to federal and 
state regulations, DOE orders, and NSTec procedures.  Some waste required sampling to verify 
the appropriate waste disposition.  Waste was containerized, as needed, for proper disposal in an 
approved landfill.  Table 2 summarizes disposition of each waste stream.  Waste disposition 
documentation is included in Appendix C of this report.  
 
TABLE 2.  DISPOSITION OF WASTE 
CAS MATERIAL VOLUME  ESTIMATE DISPOSITION 
TPH-impacted soil/debris 400 yd3 NTS Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill 
Miscellaneous sanitary waste/ 
concrete debris 275 yd
3 NTS Area 9 U10c Sanitary Landfill 
03-44-02 
Pu-impacted soil 16 yd3 NTS Area 5 RWMC 
 
3.1 WASTE MINIMIZATION 
Industry standard waste minimization practices were applied throughout the course of field 
activities.  These practices included using laboratory analysis to characterize and classify waste 
streams. 
3.2 HYDROCARBON WASTE 
Approximately 400 yd3 of TPH-impacted soil were excavated and removed from CAU 536  
CAS 03-44-02, which were disposed of at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill.  Waste disposal 
documentation is included in Appendix C of this report.  Additionally, a rock-filled drum located 
6 inches beneath the soil surface was unearthed during the excavation of TPH-impacted soil and, 
with NDEP approval, was disposed of with the hydrocarbon waste stream as a BMP. 
 
3.3 LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
Approximately 16 yd3 of LLW in the form of Pu-239-impacted soil were excavated and removed 
from two separate areas at CAS 03-44-02, which were disposed of at the NTS Area 5 RWMC.  
Waste disposal documentation is included in Appendix C of this report. 
 
3.4 SANITARY WASTE 
Approximately 275 yd3 of sanitary waste, such as sanitary trash, personal protective equipment, 
and concrete construction debris, was disposed of at the Area 9 U10c Sanitary Landfill.  Waste 
disposal documentation is included in Appendix C of this report. 
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4.0 CLOSURE VERIFICATION RESULTS 
Site closure was verified by the collection and analysis of verification samples, photographic 
documentation, and visual inspections.   
 
At CAS 03-44-02, ten verification samples and one blind duplicate sample were collected from 
the bottom and base of the sidewalls of the southern and western excavations (see Figure 2).  
Samples were collected on January 11, 2007, and were analyzed for isotopic Pu.  Results were 
below action levels, verifying that the site was clean closed. 
 
All samples were handled according to the Industrial Sites Quality Assurance Project Plan 
(QAPP) (U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Administration Nevada 
Operations Office [NNSA/NV, 2002]).  The samples were shipped under chain of custody to an 
approved offsite laboratory for analysis of isotopic Pu.  Table 3 and Appendix B summarize the 
results.  The analytical results for soil verification samples collected from the excavations were 
below the action levels.  
 
Criteria for verification sampling and backfilling were provided in the approved CAU 536 CAP 
(NNSA/NSO, 2005), though NDEP-approved deviations from the verification sampling plan 
were followed as a result of site information that became available during the performance of 
fieldwork (see Section 2.2).  
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TABLE 3.  VERIFICATION SAMPLE ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
RESULTS 
Pu-238 
(pCi/g) 
Pu-239/240 
(pCi/g) 
SAMPLE ID DATE COLLECTED 
Action Level = 7.78 Action Level = 7.62 
034402-RW1 01/11/2007 ND 0.362 
034402-RW2 01/11/2007 0.092 2.93 
034402-RW3 01/11/2007 0.134 5.19 
034402-RW4 01/11/2007 0.125 1.62 
034402-RW5 01/11/2007 0.074 5.94 
034402-RW6 01/11/2007 1.27 6.76 
034402-RS1 01/11/2007 0.031 0.61 
034402-RS2 01/11/2007 0.010 0.183 
034402-RS3 01/11/2007 0.610 2.66 
034402-RS4 01/11/2007 0.073 2.16 
034402-RS5 01/11/2007 0.013 0.593 
Notes:  
ND = not detected above analytical limits 
pCi/g = picocuries per gram  
 
4.1 DATA QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
Accurate and defensible analytical data were collected to verify that wastes were properly 
characterized, managed, and disposed, and to verify that clean-up criteria were met.  The 
following sections describe the quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedures, data 
validation process, and reconciliation of the conceptual site model with the observations and 
findings during the closure activities. 
 
4.1.1 Quality Assurance/Quality Control Procedures 
Detailed information about the QA/QC program can be found in the Industrial Sites QAPP 
(NNSA/NV, 2002).  One blind duplicate verification sample per twenty samples, or one blind 
duplicate sample per sampling event was collected and submitted blind to the laboratory for 
analysis.  In addition, one equipment rinsate sample was collected per sampling event and 
submitted for analysis.  Results showed no contamination resulted from the decontaminated 
sampling equipment.  Analytical results for waste characterization samples were validated by the 
laboratory with respect to the data quality indicators.  Matrix spikes, matrix spike duplicates, 
recoveries, and other standard QA/QC procedures were followed.  The laboratory reports and 
validation reports indicate no problems with the usability of the data. 
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4.1.2 Data Validation 
Data validation was performed according to the Industrial Sites QAPP (NNSA/NV, 2002).  All 
sample data were internally validated using Tier I criteria.  No anomalies were discovered in the 
data that would discredit any of the waste classification or verification samples collected and 
analyzed for CAU 536.  Summary laboratory QA/QC data for verification samples are presented 
in Appendix B of this report.  The complete data set and verification reports are available on 
request.  These data are maintained in NSTec project files located in the Environmental 
Restoration project offices at the NTS. 
 
4.1.3 Conceptual Site Model 
There were no discrepancies between the conceptual site model presented in the DQOs 
(Appendix A of this report) and that observed in the field.   
 
4.2 USE RESTRICTIONS 
The preferred closure alternative for CAU 536 was clean closure, and as a result no Use 
Restrictions were required or implemented during the closure of CAU 536.   
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CAU 536 was closed according to the FFACO and the NDEP-approved CAP for CAU 536 
(NNSA/NSO, 2005), in combination with deviations from the CAP as approved by NDEP.  
Closure of CAU 536 was accomplished by completing the following tasks: 
• Removing and disposing of TPH-, PAH-, and Pu-239-impacted soil 
• Breaking up adjacent concrete pads and removing and disposing of the concrete debris as 
sanitary waste 
• Characterizing, excavating, and removing a rock-filled 55-gal drum discovered during 
fieldwork as a BMP 
• Collecting verification samples to verify clean-up criteria 
• Backfilling and grading excavations to surrounding topographic contours 
 
5.1 POST-CLOSURE MONITORING REQUIREMENTS  
5.1.1 Inspections 
Since no Use Restrictions were implemented, no post-closure inspections are required for  
CAU 536.  
 
5.2 NOTICE OF COMPLETION 
Based upon the completion of site activities, it is requested that a “Notice of Completion” be 
provided by NDEP for CAU 536.  Upon closure approval, CAU 536 will be moved from 
Appendix III to Appendix IV, “Closed Corrective Action Units,” of the FFACO. 
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A.1 Seven-Step DQO Process for CAU 536 Investigation
The DQO process described in this appendix is a seven-step strategic planning approach based on the 
scientific method used to plan data collection activities at CAU 536, Area 3 Release Site.  The DQOs 
are designed to ensure that the data collected will provide sufficient and reliable information to 
identify, evaluate, and technically evaluate the recommended corrective actions (i.e., no further 
action, closure in place, or clean closure).  Existing information about the nature and extent of 
contamination at the CAS in CAU 536 is insufficient to evaluate and select preferred corrective 
actions; therefore, a CAI will be conducted.  
The CAU 536 investigation will be based on the DQOs presented in this appendix as developed 
by representatives of the NDEP and the NNSA/NSO.  The seven steps of the DQO process for 
CAU 536 and presented in Sections A.1.2 through A.1.8 were developed based on the CAS-specific 
information presented in Section A.1.1 and in accordance with EPA Guidance for Quality Assurance 
Project Plans (EPA, 2002a).  This document identifies and references the associated EPA quality 
system document for DQOs entitled Data Quality Objectives Process for Hazardous Waste Site 
Investigations (EPA, 2000), upon which the DQO process is based. 
A.1.1 CAS-Specific Information
Corrective Action Unit 536 consists of one CAS (03-44-02, Steam Jenny Discharge), and is located in 
Area 3 of the NTS as shown in Figure A.1-1.  The following section presents a summary of the 
history of the CAS.
Physical Setting and Operational History - Corrective Action Site 03-44-02 was first identified 
during a review of the Environmental Survey Preliminary Report, Nevada Test Site, Mercury, Nevada 
(DOE, 1988).  Currently CAS 03-44-02 is identified as a 70- by 40-ft concrete decontamination pad 
located at the NTS on the eastern half of Yucca Flat in the Area 3 Camp.  The site is approximately 
216 ft north of the magnetite storage hut and hopper and approximately 640 ft west of the 
U3du crater.  The site is reported to have been used to steam clean equipment contaminated during 
the maintenance activities conducted in the Area 3 Camp, but it is currently inactive and abandoned.  
Decontamination activities also were conducted in this area prior to the installation of this pad.  There 
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Figure A.1-1
CAU 536, CAS 03-44-02 Location
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are no known uses of this area prior to the steam-cleaning operation, nor is there a confirmed record 
of dates of operation.  
A 1974 aerial photograph shows a disturbed area that is suspected to be the location of initial 
steam-cleaning activities.  Sometime after 1974, a small, flat concrete pad was constructed, but 
reportedly no means of controlling the discharge of wastewater and potential associated contaminants 
were included with the pad.  The most referenced method for wastewater disposal was allowing 
surface runoff and infiltration at the location where the steam cleaning was conducted.
By mid-July 1989, the small concrete pad had been removed and replaced with the 70- by 40-ft 
concrete pad currently present at the site (REECo, 1995).  This pad was better suited to controlling 
the waste generated during steam-cleaning operations.  Reports indicate that there is a sump located 
in the southern third of the pad with the surface of the pad sloped to direct wastewater and sediments 
into the sump.  Documentation also indicates that the decontamination liquids and sediments were 
collected in the sump, pumped out, transferred, and treated prior to discharge at a permitted facility 
(REECo, 1995).  A January 2003 site visit confirmed the presence of a sump in the southern third of 
the pad and another structure located on the eastern side of the pad that may also have been a sump.  It 
is possible that these two structures are connected with an underground pipe.  An overflow of a sump 
along the eastern side of the pad was reported to have occurred during the early life of the pad 
(REECo, 1995).  This further supports the premise that there were two sumps associated with the pad. 
Currently, both structures are filled with concrete so there is no way to visually determine if a drain or 
piping exists.  It is suspected that the liquids and solids from the steam-cleaning process were 
collected in the center feature and then flowed through an underground pipe to the structure along the 
eastern side of the pad where they were pumped from the collection system and transported to a 
permitted facility for disposal.  The 1989 construction date of the pad also supports collection of the 
decontamination wastewater rather than an unpermitted release onto or into the ground 
(Radack, 1989).  A geophysical survey conducted during the preliminary site assessment did not 
identify a drain or piping beyond the concrete pad; however, the reinforcing metal in the pad masked 
the features below the concrete (SAIC, 2001).   
Also associated with the decontamination pad is a small drainage ditch that diverts runoff from areas 
west of the pad to the U3du crater approximately 640 ft to the east.  As part of the drainage feature, a 
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Figure A.1-2
CAU 536, CAS 03-44-02 Site Diagram
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metal culvert underlies a soil access ramp that is located adjacent to the south side of the pad 
(Figure A.1-2).  This drainage ditch does not appear to have been part of the decontamination 
operations based on the current configuration of the site.  There are no other sites or CAUs known to 
be near the concrete pad that would interfere with the identification of potential contamination.
Sources of Potential Contamination - It is suspected that wastewater was allowed to flow directly 
onto the ground and infiltrate into the surrounding soil prior to the construction of the current pad.  
Although the current concrete pad and sump are considered to have collected the majority of the 
decontamination liquids and sediments, no structures are present at the pad that would prevent 
overspray and overflows of the sump from leaving the pad.  The overflow from the sump would flow 
onto the surrounding soil, or if enough water was present, into the drainage ditch located near the 
southern end of the pad.
Previous Investigation Results - A geophysical survey conducted at CAS 03-44-02 during the 
preliminary assessment of the site did not identify a drain or piping; however, the reinforcing metal in 
the pad masked the features below the concrete.  In addition to the geophysical survey, a soil sample 
was collected from the surface soil beneath a drum found in the ditch next to the pad.  Gamma 
spectroscopic analysis indicated the presence of 1.65 ± 0.29 pCi/g of americium-241, 1.01 ± 
0.13 pCi/g of cesium-137, and 31.1 ± 3.6 of potassium-40 in the soil.  Diesel- and oil-range petroleum 
hydrocarbons were also detected at 25 and 180 mg/kg, respectively.  Barium, chromium, and lead 
were detected in the soil sample at total concentrations of 200, 12, and 10 mg/kg, respectively.  
Methylene chloride and di-n-butyl phthalate, detected at relatively low concentrations, appear to 
represent laboratory artifacts.  The soil sample was also analyzed for PCBs; the results were all below 
detection.  It is unclear if the contamination originated from the contents of the drum or runoff from 
the decontamination pad.  The sample did not provide information on the lateral or vertical extent of 
the detected contamination.  In addition, during the initial preliminary assessment site visit an 
orange-colored stain was identified near the center of the pad.  However, there was no visible stain 
present on the pad during the site visit conducted in December 2002. 
Potential Contamination - Contaminants suspected of being present at CAS 03-44-02 include 
unspecified solvents, petroleum hydrocarbons, metals, radionuclides, and PCBs potentially 
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originating from steam-cleaning activities associated with the maintenance activities conducted in 
Area 3 Camp during the nuclear testing era.
The investigation of radiological contamination will be limited to the area within the CAS boundary.   
Radiological contamination associated with atmospheric testing will be addressed by the Soils 
Project.  However, it is possible the equipment cleaned at the site may have been contaminated with 
radioactive material, and any radiological contamination encountered during the investigation will be 
included in the CAU 536 investigation.  Additional background information is presented in the 
Section 1.1.1 of the CAIP.
A.1.2 Step 1 – State the Problem
This initial step of the DQO process identifies the planning team members and decision-makers, 
describes the problem that has initiated the CAU 536 CAI, and develops the CSMs.  
A.1.2.1 Planning Team Members
The DQO planning team consists of representatives from NDEP, NNSA/NSO; Shaw Environmental, 
Inc. (Shaw), and Bechtel Nevada (BN).  The primary decision-makers for this CAI are representatives 
from NDEP and NNSA/NSO.  Table A.1-1 lists representatives from each organization in attendance 
at the DQO meeting on February 4, 2003. 
A.1.2.2 Describe the Problem
Corrective Action Unit 536 is being investigated because CAS 03-44-02 is an inactive and abandoned 
concrete decontamination pad, surrounded by soil, and includes a drainage ditch that has not been 
properly closed and may not comply with the requirements for future use.  In addition, wastes 
generated during the use of the pad may be present without appropriate controls (i.e., use restrictions).
As a result of the activities performed at the decontamination pad, hazardous and or radioactive 
constituents may be present at this CAS at concentrations that could potentially pose a threat to 
human health and the environment.  The problem statement for CAU 536 is, “Existing information on 
the nature and extent of potential contamination is insufficient to evaluate and recommend corrective 
action alternatives for CAS 03-44-02.”
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A.1.2.3 Develop Conceptual Site Models
Conceptual site models describe the most probable scenario for current conditions at a CAS and 
define the assumptions that are the basis for identifying appropriate sampling strategies and data 
collection methods.  They are the basis for assessing how contaminants could reach receptors in the 
present and future by addressing contaminant nature and extent, transport mechanisms and pathways, 
potential receptors, and potential exposures to those receptors.  Accurate CSMs are important because 
they serve as the starting point for all subsequent inputs and decisions throughout the DQO process.  
Different CSMs for a single CAS or CAU are not dependent on the types of contaminants suspected, 
geographic location, or being part of an engineered system; rather, they are dependent on the release 
mechanism and potential migration pathways and potential receptors that may influence the sampling 
strategies. 
Table A.1-1
DQO Meeting Participants
Participant Affiliation
Sabine Curtis NNSA/NSO
Greg Raab NDEP
Allison Urbon BN
Orin L. Haworth BN
David Schrock Shaw
Amber Steed SAIC
Jeanne Wightman Shaw
Joe Hutchinson SAIC
Lynn Kidman Shaw
John M. Fowler Shaw
TerryLynn C. Foley Shaw
Robert Sobocinski Shaw
Al Wickline SAIC
BN – Bechtel Nevada
Shaw - Shaw Environmental, Inc.
NDEP – Nevada Division of Environmental Protection
NNSA/NSO – DOE, National Nuclear Security Administration Nevada Site Office
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As a result of the pad construction and containment of wastewater, the potential release mechanisms 
and potential location of contamination are included in two CSMs for CAS 03-44-02.  The CSMs 
have been developed using information from the physical setting, potential contaminant sources, 
knowledge from similar sites, release information, historical background information, and physical 
and chemical properties of the potentially affected media and COPCs.  The two CSMs represent the 
location of contamination/release, affected media, transport mechanisms, and the potential migration 
pathways for the period of activity before and after the installation of the concrete pad in 1989.  The 
CSMs are termed Before Pad Construction (CSM #1) and After Pad Construction (CSM #2).  The 
two CSMs are discussed in the following sections and depicted in Figure A.1-3 and  Figure A.1-4.       
An important element of a CSM is the expected fate and transport of contaminants, which dictate how 
contaminants move through site media and where they can be expected in the environment.  The 
expected fate and transport is based on distinguishing physical and chemical characteristics of the 
suspected contaminants and media.  Contaminant characteristics include solubility, density, and 
affinity for nonmobile particles (adsorption).  Media characteristics include permeability, porosity, 
hydraulic conductivity, chemical composition, and adsorption coefficients.  In general, contaminants 
with low solubility and high density can be expected to be found relatively close to release points.  
Contaminants with high solubility and low density can be expected to be found further from release 
points or in areas where settling may occur.  
Contaminants migrating to regional aquifers are not considered a likely scenario at CAU 536 based 
on the low annual average precipitation rates, high potential evapotranspiration, and low mobility of 
expected COPCs (e.g., SVOCs, PCBs, petroleum hydrocarbons, radionuclides, and metals).
Contamination directly caused by atmospheric nuclear tests (i.e., fallout) is outside the scope of 
CAU 536 (Section A.1.1) but is included in CAU 104, South Yucca Flat Atmospheric Tests.  
However, within the spatial boundaries of CAS 03-44-02, this contamination will be investigated to 
the extent necessary to determine the nature and extent and to evaluate corrective action alternatives.
Currently, the potential for exposure to contamination at CAS 03-44-02 is limited to other industrial 
and construction workers as well as military personnel conducting training in the area 
(DOE/NV, 1998).  These human receptors may be exposed to COPCs through oral ingestion, 
inhalation, and dermal contact (absorption) from soil and/or debris (e.g., equipment, concrete) due to 
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Figure A.1-3
CAU 536, Area 3 Release Site - Conceptual Site Model #1,
Before Pad Construction
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Figure A.1-4
CAU 536, Area 3 Release Site - Conceptual Site Model #2, 
After Pad Construction
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inadvertent disturbance of these materials or irradiation by radioactive material(s).  The future 
land-use scenario limits use of the CAU to various nonresidential activities (i.e., industrial uses) and 
include defense and nondefense research, development, and testing activities, and commercial-use 
capabilities.  The future land-use scenario for CAU 536 is presented in Table A.1-2.    
A.1.2.3.1 CSM #1 - Before Pad Construction
The Before Pad Construction CSM applies to CAS 03-44-02 for activities before the construction of 
the current pad in 1989.  Figure A.1-3 shows a generalized representation of CSM #1.  During the 
early decontamination activities at CAS 03-44-02, no known facilities were present to control or 
contain the wastewater or solids generated during the steam cleaning of equipment.  Sometime 
between the suspected initiation of decontamination activities in 1974 and 1989, a small flat concrete 
pad was installed.  This pad may have been constructed to support the steam cleaner or other 
equipment.  Even when the small concrete pad was in use, there were no known controls to prevent 
the decontamination wastes from moving off the pad onto the surrounding soil.  The lack of a 
permanent location for conducting the decontamination efforts would also suggest that the actual 
location of cleaning activities may have been moved around the site.  This would increase the area of 
surface contamination and infiltration.  In addition, the aerial photographs that were taken before 
1989 did not show the drainage ditch leading from the current decontamination pad to the 
U3du crater.
The following discussion of the CSM #1 parameters provide additional details to supplement this 
model.
Affected Media - The potentially affected media are the surface and shallow subsurface soil at the 
location where the steam cleaning process was conducted.  Because there was not a dedicated 
Table A.1-2
Future Land-Use Scenario for CAU 536, CAS 03-44-02
Land Use Zone Zone Description
Nuclear and High- 
Explosives Test
This area is designated within the Nuclear Test Zone for additional underground nuclear 
weapons tests and outdoor high-explosive tests.  This zone includes compatible defense 
and nondefense research, development, and testing activities (DOE/NV, 1998).
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structure where the decontamination process was conducted (i.e., pad), the area potentially affected is 
expected to extend over a larger area than would have actually been needed for any one 
decontamination activity. 
Location of Contamination/Release Points - Releases to the environment under CSM #1 would first 
occur directly onto the surface soil at the sites of the steam cleaning activity or at the edges of the 
small concrete pad.  Under this CSM, the surface soil adjacent to the small pad or where large 
equipment decontamination took place is the most likely location of the contamination and points of 
release to the environment.  Contamination may also be found in subsurface soils as a result of 
infiltration.  The depth of contamination migration would be affected by the quantity of water used in 
a decontamination activity and precipitation pushing the contamination downward.  Solid wastes 
would have remained at the release point with only minor lateral migration as a result of being 
initially suspended or dissolved in liquids.  The construction of the small flat concrete pad would have 
done little to prevent the infiltration of wastewater into the soil.  The permeability of the soil within 
this area of NTS combined with the low relief across the site would limit horizontal migration.  In 
addition, the lack of the drainage ditch would eliminate or greatly reduce the potential of surface 
water flow to the U3du crater.
Transport Mechanisms - The primary transport mechanisms under CSM #1 are vertical infiltration 
driven by the water from the decontamination process and subsequent percolation of precipitation 
through the soil.  These liquids would serve as a driving force for downward migration.  Vertical 
migration will be influenced by the physical properties of the soil such as permeability, porosity, and 
conductivity.  Migration of certain inorganic constituents (e.g., metals, radionuclides) may also be 
controlled by geochemical processes such as adsorption, ion exchange, and precipitation of solids 
from solution.  The migration of organic constituents (e.g., petroleum hydrocarbons, PCBs, SVOCs, 
and VOCs) may be controlled by their affinity for sorption on organic material present in soil.
Because of the flat topography in the area, horizontal migration beyond the area of initial impact is 
expected to be limited, and liquids would have primarily infiltrated vertically into the soil at or near 
the point of release.  Surface migration may have occurred as a result of storm events when 
precipitation rates exceeded infiltration rates (stormwater runoff).  However, these events are 
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infrequent.  The primary lateral migration pathways would be dispersion through the shallow soil and 
limited migration in the down slope direction.  The land surface slopes very slightly to the southeast.
If an airborne release occurred during the steam-cleaning process, the VOCs would have dissipated 
and moved with the prevailing wind for deposition on the surrounding land surface.  Because of the 
limited quantity of liquids used during the steam-cleaning process and the associated heat of the 
process, it is expected that negligible quantities of airborne VOC constituents impacted the 
surrounding area.  Because of these factors, volatilization is not considered a viable transport 
mechanism and will not be evaluated. 
Preferential Pathways - The only preferential pathway for CSM #1 is the possible presence of small 
gullies that may have served to channelize runoff from decontamination activities.  This could have 
allowed decontamination wastewater containing contaminants to preferentially run off in certain 
areas and caused increased infiltration in these areas.  This mechanism is thought to have had only a 
minor impact on the transport and distribution of contamination at CAS 03-44-02.  The presence of 
relatively impermeable layers (e.g., concrete or caliche) may influence both lateral and vertical 
migration pathways.
Lateral and Vertical Extent of Contamination - Contamination is expected to be contiguous with 
release points, and concentrations are expected to decrease with distance both laterally and vertically 
from release points.  Surface migration may have occurred as a result of storm events when 
precipitation rates exceeded infiltration rates (stormwater runoff).  However, these events are 
infrequent and surface migration under CSM #1 is expected to be controlled by the frequency of 
decontamination activities and the quantities of water used in the decontamination processes.  The 
lateral extent of contamination will be primarily limited to locations where the activities were 
conducted and the areas where surface runoff occurred.  Surface migration is a biasing factor to be 
considered in the selection of sampling points.
The extent of vertical contaminant migration at CAS 03-44-02 is unknown because the volume of 
waste generated during a given decontamination event and frequency of the events are unknown.  
Also, low precipitation and high evapotranspiration rates at the NTS will limit the potential for 
continued vertical migration of contaminants subsequent to release.
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Exposure Scenario - The CSM #1 shows that the exposure pathway to the industrial, construction or 
military workers would be through inadvertent ingestion, inhalation, or dermal contact (absorption) 
with soil and/or debris during excavation or other activities that would disturb the soils potentially 
contaminated during past decontamination activities.  The future land use is shown in Table A.1-2.  
An additional exposure pathway for workers is through external exposure to beta/gamma radiation if 
radiological contamination is present.
Groundwater contamination is not considered likely under CSM #1 due to the minimal precipitation, 
high evapotranspiration, limited vertical migration, and significant depth to groundwater.  For 
example, static water levels beneath the eastern two-thirds of the Yucca Flat range from 1,500 to 
1,885 ft bgs (DRI, 1988).  Within Area 3, the approximate depth to groundwater is 1,610 ft bgs 
(Wueller, 1994). 
In summary, CSM #1 predicts that the concentration of the contaminants would be highest in the 
immediate vicinity of a release during the decontamination activities and would decrease with 
distance (both horizontally and vertically).  The area subjected to contamination is unknown and the 
quantities of release and potentially affected area are suspected to be larger because the 
decontamination activities may have been moved around the site.  If additional elements are 
identified during the CAI that are inconsistent with the CSMs as presented, the DQOs will be 
reviewed and any significant deviation from the planned approach will be presented to the  
decision-makers for approval.
A.1.2.3.2 CSM #2 - After Pad Construction
The CSM #2 includes the 70- by 40-ft concrete pad that was constructed in 1989, the sump/drain 
located in the southern third of the pad along with the concrete structure adjacent to the eastern edge 
of the pad, the soil immediately surrounding the pad, the access ramp, and the soil within and adjacent 
to the drainage ditch running from the southern end of the pad toward U3du crater.  This CSM 
predicts that contamination as a result of the steam-cleaning process may exist at the site and how the 
presence of the concrete pad, sump, and drainage ditch affected the potential release and migration of 
contaminants.  There are no structures present at the pad to prevent overspray or runoff from the pad 
from impacting the adjacent soil and the drainage ditch leading to U3du crater.  This CSM differs 
from CSM #1 because the decontamination pad would prevent significant vertical migration into the 
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soil below and adjacent to the point of release.  Also, CSM #2 assumes that most decontamination 
wastewater was contained rather than indiscriminately discharged to the ground.  Figure A.1-4 shows 
CSM #2. 
The following discussion of the CSM #2 parameters provides additional detail to further explain this 
model.
Affected Media - The potentially affected media under CSM #2 are the surface and shallow 
subsurface soil adjacent to the concrete pad, soil within and adjacent to the drainage ditch, and the 
subsurface soil immediately below the sump/drain.  The potentially affected media will most likely be 
within a short distance from the pad or drainage ditch.  For waste management purposes, the concrete 
pad and sumps may also be considered a potentially affected medium.
Location of Contamination/Release Points - Contaminants may have been released to the surface 
soil through overspray and runoff onto the soil adjacent to the concrete pad during the steam-cleaning 
operations.  Contaminants may have also been released into the soil adjacent to the concrete pad or 
soil within and adjacent to the drainage ditch if the sump overflowed or if an accident occurred when 
the sumps were cleaned out.  It is assumed that the sumps were open and functional during the active 
life of the decontamination pad.  Subsurface releases would have occurred through cracks in the 
sumps or leaks in the pipe connecting the sumps, if present (Figure A.1-4).  Therefore, contamination 
would be expected in the shallow subsurface soils beneath the sumps or pipe.  The geophysical survey 
conducted during the preliminary site assessment did not identify any subsurface piping that extends 
beyond the edge of the concrete pad; however, the reinforcing steel in the pad masked the 
identification of any piping underneath the concrete.  After the sumps were filled with concrete, 
contaminants on the pad may have been transported to the surrounding soil and the drainage ditch in 
runoff from precipitation events. 
Limited disturbance of the contamination introduced to the surface soil prior to 1989 is expected to 
have occurred during the construction of the existing pad.  The current concrete pad is constructed on 
the surface, and there is visible evidence that gravel has been used to level the current pad.  There is 
also a gentle slope away from the pad on three sides.  Therefore, it is expected that residual 
contamination from decontamination procedures conducted prior to pad construction would not have 
been removed. 
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Transport Mechanisms -  The discussion of transport mechanisms presented for CSM #1 
(Section A.1.2.3.1) also applies to CSM #2.  The primary transport mechanisms under CSM #2 are 
vertical infiltration driven by the water from the decontamination process and percolation of 
precipitation through the soil.  These liquids would serve as a driving force for downward migration.    
Runoff resulting from the overflow of the sumps could cause lateral migration of the decontamination 
liquid into the soil adjacent to the pad and through the drainage ditch toward the U3du crater prior to 
infiltrating.  Currently the pad sumps are filled with concrete, eliminating additional infiltration from 
precipitation.
Because the concrete pad is sloped toward the sump in the center, contaminated wastewater would 
only have entered the ditch during times when the sump overflowed; therefore, it is not suspected that 
there was a continuous release to the ditch.  A culvert, located beneath the access ramp adjacent to the 
southern end of the pad, allows surface runoff from upslope areas to flow into the ditch, preventing 
erosion of the ramp.  As a result, surface runoff from surrounding areas may have moved 
contaminants in the ditch further downstream toward the U3du crater.  Surface migration is a biasing 
factor to be considered in the selection of sampling points.  Also, infiltration may have transported 
contamination into the shallow subsurface below the ditch.
The concrete pad will reduce the vertical migration of contamination released to the soil prior to the 
construction of the pad.  The pad will similarly reduce the migration of contamination that possibly 
leaked from the bottom of the sump/pipe by limiting the infiltration of precipitation that would be the 
primary mechanism to carry the shallow subsurface contaminants to deeper intervals in the soil.
Preferential Pathways - The preferential lateral pathway for contaminant migration under CSM #2 is 
runoff within the drainage ditch that extends from the pad ramp to the U3du crater.  Preferential 
vertical pathways are focused infiltration along the bottom of the drainage ditch, and infiltration 
below the base of the pad sumps and the pipe connecting the two sumps, if present.  The presence of 
relatively impermeable layers (e.g., concrete or caliche) may influence both lateral and vertical 
migration.
Lateral and Vertical Extent of Contamination - The CSM #2 suggests that the concentration of 
contaminants would be localized in the surface and shallow subsurface along the edges of the pad, on 
the ramp, and in the drainage ditch near the pad.  In addition, contaminants may be in the subsurface 
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at the base of the sumps and beneath the pipe, if present.  Contamination is expected to be contiguous 
with release points, and concentrations are expected to decrease with distance both laterally and 
vertically from release points.  Identical to CSM #1, groundwater contamination is not considered a 
likely scenario under the CSM #2.
Exposure Scenario - The CSM shows that the exposure pathway to the industrial or construction 
workers would be through inadvertent ingestion, inhalation, or dermal contact (absorption) with soil 
adjacent to the concrete pad or soil within and adjacent to the drainage ditch during excavation or 
other activities that would disturb the soil.  Another possible exposure pathway is through dermal 
contact with residual contaminants on the concrete pad.  An additional exposure pathway for workers 
is through external exposure to beta/gamma radiation if radiological contamination is present.
In summary, the lateral and vertical extent of contamination is assumed to be limited based on the 
limited quantity of liquid generated during the steam-cleaning activities, the slope of the pad and 
sump system for collection of liquids, and the low precipitation and high evapotranspiration rates at 
the NTS.  The CSM #2 indicates that downward contaminant transport is expected to be the primary 
pathway; however, below the concrete pad, the pad itself would limit this mechanism.  If additional 
elements are identified during the CAI that are inconsistent with the CSMs as presented, the DQOs 
will be reviewed and any significant deviation from the planned approach will be presented to the 
primary decision-makers for approval.
A.1.3 Step 2 – Identify the Decision
Step 2 of the DQO process identifies the decisions that require new environmental data to resolve the 
potential contamination problem.  This step develops decision statements and defines alternative 
actions.  Also presented in this section is the decision logic for the entire process.
A.1.3.1 Develop Decision Statements
The primary problem statement is, “An insufficient amount of information is available concerning the 
nature and extent of contamination potentially released at CAS 03-44-02 to determine if there is an 
unacceptable risk to human health and the environment.”  Because existing information at this CAS is 
insufficient to resolve the problem statement, the following two decision statements have been 
established as criteria for determining the adequacy of the data collected during the CAI.  
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The Decision I statement is, “Is a contaminant present within the CAS at a concentration that could 
pose an unacceptable risk to human health and the environment?”  Any contaminant detected at a 
concentration exceeding the corresponding PAL as defined in Section A.1.4.2 will be considered a 
COC.  The presence of a contaminant within the CAS is defined as the analytical detection of a COC.  
Samples used to resolve Decision I are identified as Phase I samples. 
The Decision II statement is, “If a COC is present, is sufficient information available to evaluate 
appropriate corrective action alternatives?”  Sufficient information is defined as the data needs 
identified in this DQO process to define the lateral and vertical extent of all COCs within the CAS.  
Samples used to resolve Decision II are identified as Phase II samples. 
A.1.3.2 Alternative Actions to the Decision
For each decision identified in the previous section there is an alternate decision.
The alternate for Decision I is:  If a COC is not present, further assessment of the CAS is not required.  
If a COC is present, resolve Decision II.  
The alternate for Decision II is:  If the extent of a COC is defined in both the lateral and vertical 
direction, further assessment of the CAS is not required.  If the extent of a COC is not defined, 
re-evaluate site conditions and collect additional samples.
A.1.4 Step 3 – Identify the Inputs to the Decisions
This step identifies the information needed, determines sources for information, determines the basis 
for establishing action levels, and identifies sampling and analysis methods that can meet the data 
requirements.  To determine if a COC is present, each sample result is compared to a PAL (defined in 
Section A.1.4.2).  If any sample result is greater than the PAL, then the CAS is advanced to 
Decision II (define the lateral and vertical extent) for that parameter.  This approach does not use a 
statistical mean/average for comparison to the PALs, but rather a point-by-point comparison to 
identify COCs.
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A.1.4.1 Information Needs and Information Sources
In order to determine if a COC is present at CAS 03-44-02, sample data must be collected and 
analyzed following these two criteria:  (1) samples must be collected in areas most likely to be 
contaminated, and (2) the analytical suite selected must be sufficient to detect any contamination 
present in the samples.  Biasing factors to support Criterion #1 include:
• Documented process knowledge on source and location of release
• Field observations
• Historical sample results
• Radiological survey results
• Geophysical survey results
• Experience and data from investigations of similar sites
• Professional judgment
To determine the extent of a COC for Decision II, Phase II samples will be collected from locations to 
bound the lateral and vertical extent.  The data required to satisfy the information needs for 
Decision II for each COC is a sample concentration that is below the corresponding PAL.  Step-out 
locations identified for Decision II sampling will be selected based on the CSM, biasing factors, and 
existing data.  For Phase II sampling, analytical suites will only include those parameters that exceed 
PALs (i.e., COCs) in prior samples.  Biasing factors to support information needs may include the 
factors previously listed and Phase I analytical results. 
Table A.1-3 lists the information needs, the source of information for each need, and the proposed 
methods to collect the data needed to resolve Decisions I and II.  The last column addresses the 
QA/QC data type and associated metric.  The data type is determined by the intended use of the 
resulting data in decision making. 
Data types are discussed in the following text.  All data to be collected are classified into one of three 
measurement quality categories:  quantitative, semiquantitative, and qualitative.  The categories for 
measurement quality are defined below.   
Quantitative Data
Quantitative data measure the quantity or amount of a characteristic or component within the 
population of interest.  These data require the highest level of QA/QC in collection and measurement 
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Table A.1-3
Information Needs to Resolve Decisions I and II
 (Page 1 of 3)
Information 
Need
Information 
Source Collection Method
Biasing 
Factors to 
Consider
Data Type/Metric
Decision I (Phase I):  Determine if a COC is present.
Criteria I:  Samples must be collected in areas most likely to contain a COC.
Source and 
location of 
release points
Process knowledge,  
preliminary site 
assessment, 
historical 
documentation, and 
previous 
investigations of 
similar sites
Information documented in 
CSM and public reports – no 
additional data needed
None
Qualitative - CSM has 
not been shown to be 
inaccurate
 Field observations Conduct site visits and document field observations
Visible evidence 
of contamination, 
topographic lows, 
gullies
Qualitative - CSM has 
not been shown to be 
inaccurate
Aerial photographs Review and interpret aerial photographs Disturbed areas
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
biasing criteria 
stipulated in DQO 
Step 3
Radiological surveys Review and interpret 
radiological surveys
Areas of elevated 
radiation (“hot 
spots”)
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
biasing criteria 
stipulated in DQO 
Step 3
Field screening Review and interpret field- 
screening results
Bias sample 
locations/intervals 
based on 
elevated field- 
screening results 
(FSRs)
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
biasing criteria 
stipulated in DQO 
Step 3
Nature of 
contamination
Biased samples
Collect samples from 
locations/depths based on 
biasing factors
Send samples 
with highest 
survey/screening 
results to 
laboratory
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
survey and screening 
results
Biased samples
Collect samples from 
additional locations near CAS 
features
Worst-case 
locations such as 
edge of pad, base 
of sump, bottom 
of drainage ditch
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
CAS features
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Decision I (Phase I):  Determine if a COC is present.
Criteria 2:  Analyses must be sufficient to detect any COCs in samples.
Identification 
of all potential 
contaminants
Process knowledge 
and previous 
investigations of 
similar sites; use 
analytical suite in 
Table A.1-4.
Information documented in 
CSM and public reports – no 
additional data needed; 
comprehensive analytical suite 
developed to account for 
uncertainty
None
Qualitative - CSM has 
not been shown to be 
inaccurate
Analytical 
results
Data packages from 
biased samples
Appropriate sampling 
techniques and approved 
analytical methods will be 
used; minimum reporting limits 
(MRLs) and minimum 
detectable activities (MDAs) 
are sufficient to provide 
quantitative results for 
comparison to PALs
None
Quantitative - 
Validated analytical 
results will be 
compared to PALs
Decision II (Phase II):  Determine the extent of a COC.
Criteria:  Sample collection and analysis methods must be sufficient to bound extent of COC.
Identification 
of applicable 
COCs
Data packages of 
prior samples
Review analytical results and 
compare to PALs to select 
COCs
None
Quantitative - Only 
COCs identified will 
be analyzed in future 
sampling events
Extent of 
Contamination
Field observations Document field observations Visible evidence 
of contamination
Qualitative - CSM has 
not been shown to be 
inaccurate
Field screening Conduct field screening using 
appropriate methods
Bias sample 
locations/intervals 
based on FSRs
Semiquantitative - 
FSRs will be 
compared to field- 
screening levels
Step-out samples
Generate locations based on 
previous sampling results and 
biasing factors
Locations 
selected based 
on the initial 
sampling results 
for both horizontal 
and vertical 
sampling
Semiquantitative - 
Sampling based on 
previous results and 
biasing factors
Data packages of 
analytical results
Appropriate sampling 
techniques and approved 
analytical methods will be used 
to bound COCs; MRLs and 
MDAs are sufficient to provide 
quantitative results for 
comparison to PALs
None
Quantitative - 
Validated analytical 
results will be 
compared to PALS to 
determine COC 
extent
Table A.1-3
Information Needs to Resolve Decisions I and II
 (Page 2 of 3)
Information 
Need
Information 
Source Collection Method
Biasing 
Factors to 
Consider
Data Type/Metric
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systems because the intended use of the data is to resolve primary decisions (i.e., Decision I or 
Decision II) and/or verifying that closure standards have been met.  Laboratory analytical data are 
generally considered quantitative.  
Semiquantitative Data 
Semiquantitative data indirectly measure the quantity or amount of a characteristic or component.  
Inferences are drawn about the quantity or amount of a characteristic or component because a 
correlation has been shown to exist between the indirect measurement and the results from a 
quantitative measurement.  The QA/QC requirements on semiquantitative collection and 
measurement systems are high but not as rigorous as the requirements for a quantitative measurement 
system.  Semiquantitative data contribute to decision making but are not used alone to resolve 
primary decisions.  Field-screening data are generally considered semiquantitative.  The data are 
often used to guide investigations toward quantitative data collection.
Decision:  Determine if sufficient information exists to characterize waste.
Criteria:  Analyses must be sufficient to allow disposal options to be accurately
identified and estimated.
Radiological 
data for 
comparison to 
unrestricted 
release criteria
Radiological surveys 
and swipe 
measurement
Perform radiological surveys 
and swipe measurements 
using appropriate methods
Bias locations 
based on areas of 
visible or likely 
surface 
spills/leaks or 
areas of 
accumulation
Semiquantitative - 
Locations based on 
biasing criteria 
stipulated in DQO 
Step 7
Analytical 
results
Data packages of 
analytical results;  
use analytical suite in 
Table A.1-4; require 
TCLP if results are 
>20X TCLP limits
Appropriate sampling 
techniques and approved 
analytical methods will be 
used; MRLs and MDAs are 
sufficient to provide 
quantitative results for 
comparison to disposal 
requirements
Sufficient material 
must be available 
for analysis
Quantitative - 
Validated analytical 
results will be 
compared to disposal 
criteria
Table A.1-3
Information Needs to Resolve Decisions I and II
 (Page 3 of 3)
Information 
Need
Information 
Source Collection Method
Biasing 
Factors to 
Consider
Data Type/Metric
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Qualitative Data
Qualitative data identify or describe the characteristics or components of the population of interest.  
The QA/QC requirements are the least rigorous for data collection methods and measurement 
systems. The intended use of the data is for information purposes, to refine conceptual models, and 
guide investigations rather than resolve primary decisions.  This measurement of quality is typically 
assigned to historical information and data where QA/QC may be highly variable or not known.  
Professional judgment is often used to generate qualitative data.
Metrics provide a tool to determine if the collected data support decision making as intended.  Metrics 
tend to be numerical for quantitative and semiquantitative data, and descriptive for qualitative data.
A.1.4.2 Determine the Basis for the Preliminary Action Levels
Industrial Site workers, construction/remediation workers, and military personnel may be exposed to 
contaminants through oral ingestion, inhalation, external (radiological), or dermal contact 
(absorption) of soil.  Laboratory analytical results for soil will be compared to the following PALs to 
evaluate if COCs are present:  
• EPA Region 9 Risk-Based PRGs for chemical constituents in industrial soils (EPA, 2002c)   
• Background concentrations for RCRA metals will be used instead of PRGs when natural 
background exceeds the PRG, as is often the case with arsenic on the NTS.  Background is 
considered the mean plus two times the standard deviation of the mean for sediment samples 
collected by the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology throughout the Nevada Test and 
Training Range (NBMG, 1998; Moore, 1999).
• For detected chemical COPCs without established PRGs, a similar protocol to that used by 
EPA Region 9 will be used in establishing action levels for those COPCs listed in IRIS 
(EPA, 2002b).
• The TPH action limit of 100 mg/kg per the NAC 445A.2272 (NAC, 2002) 
• The PALs for radiological contaminants are isotope-specific and are defined as the maximum 
concentration for each isotope found in environmental samples taken from undisturbed 
background locations in the vicinity of the NTS (McArthur and Miller, 1989; US Ecology and 
Atlan-Tech, 1991).  The US Ecology and Atlan-Tech reference is used because soil samples 
have not been collected from undisturbed background locations of the NTS and analyzed for 
their radionuclide concentrations.  Therefore, data is needed on the concentration of 
radionuclides in soil at undisturbed background locations located in the vicinity of the NTS.  
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Based upon the Ward Valley climatography, geology, and radionuclide concentration data, the 
use of Environmental Monitoring Report for the Proposed Ward Valley California Low Level 
Radioactive Waste (LLRW) Facility (US Ecology and Atlan-Tech, 1991) is appropriate for use 
in defining PAL concentrations based on background.  The PALs are expressed in units of 
pCi/g for solid media or picocuries per liter (pCi/L) and are provided in Table 3-3.
At locations such as CAS 03-44-02 in the Yucca Flat area, surface soil radionuclide concentrations 
greater than PALs may not be a concern if the concentrations are associated with fallout from 
atmospheric nuclear testing.  As discussed in Section A.1.1, potential contamination of soil within 
this CAS that is related to atmospheric testing will be addressed by the Soils Project.
Solid media such as concrete and/or structures may only pose a potential radiological exposure risk to 
site workers.  Surface radiological surveys of the solid media will be compared to the unrestricted- 
release criteria, as defined in the NV/YMP Radiological Control Manual (DOE/NV, 2000), to 
determine if radiological COPCs are present at levels that may pose an unacceptable risk to human 
health and/or the environment.
A.1.4.3 Potential Sampling Techniques and Appropriate Analytical Methods
As discussed in Section A.1.4.1, the collection, measurement, and analytical methods will be selected 
so results will be generated for all of the suspected contaminants (critical analytes, Section A.1.4.3.3) 
as well as all other possible contaminants at CAS 03-44-02.  This effort will include field screening, 
soil sampling, and laboratory analysis to determine the presence of COPCs and extent of identified 
COCs.
At CAS 03-44-02, both site characterization and waste characterization efforts are proposed.  Site 
characterization sampling and analysis are the focus of the DQO process.  However, waste 
characterization sampling and analysis has been included to support the decision-making process for 
waste management, and to ensure an efficient field program.  Specific analyses required for the 
disposal of IDW are identified in Section 5.0 of the CAIP.
A.1.4.3.1 Field Screening 
Field-screening activities may be conducted for the following analytes and/or parameters:
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• Alpha and Beta/Gamma Radiation - a handheld radiological survey instrument or method may 
be used based on the possibility that radiologically contaminated equipment may have been 
decontaminated at CAS 03-44-02.  On-site gamma spectrometry may also be used to screen 
samples.
• VOCs - a Photoionization Detector (PID), or an equivalent instrument or method, may be used 
to conduct headspace analysis because VOCs are a common concern at the NTS and have not 
been ruled out based upon process knowledge at CAU 536.
• TPH - a gas chromatograph, or equivalent equipment or method, may be used at CAS 03-44-02 
because TPH is a common concern at the NTS and has not been ruled out based upon process 
knowledge. 
Based on the results of previous CAU investigations and common NTS practices, the aforementioned 
field-screening techniques may be applied during the Phase I and II sampling at CAS 03-44-02.   
These field-screening techniques will provide semiquantitative data that can be used to guide soil 
sampling activities.  
A.1.4.3.2 Sampling and Measurement Methods
Surface soil samples will be collected by hand.  Augering, direct-push, excavation, drilling, or other 
appropriate sampling methods will be used to collect subsurface soil samples.  Sample collection and 
handling activities will be conducted in accordance with approved procedures.  Radiological surveys 
and swipe collection and measurement will also follow standard procedures. 
A.1.4.3.3 Analytical Program
The analytical program for CAU 536 is presented in Table A.1-4.  The analytical program was 
developed based on the suspected-contaminant information presented in Section A.1.1.  Because 
complete information regarding activities performed at this site, as well as throughout the NTS, is not 
well documented, some uncertainty exists regarding the complete list of suspected contaminants at 
CAU 536.  Due to this uncertainty, additional constituents have been included in the analytical 
program for the investigation.     
Based on process knowledge information for steam-cleaning/degreasing operations, certain analytes 
are suspected to be present at CAS 03-44-02.  These analytes, referred to as critical analytes, are 
given greater importance in the decision-making process relative to other COPCs.  For this reason, 
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more stringent performance criteria are specified for critical analyte data quality indicators 
(Section 6.0 of the CAIP).  Table A.1-5 identifies the critical analytes to define the nature of 
contamination (Decision I).    
For sampling performed to define the extent of contamination (Decision II) at CAS 03-44-02, 
samples will be collected and analyzed only for those COCs identified in samples collected to resolve 
Decision I.  However, if extent samples are collected prior to nature-of-contamination data becoming 
available, the extent samples will be analyzed for the full list parameters given for the CAS in 
Table A.1-4.  For samples collected to define the extent of contamination, critical analytes are the 
Table A.1-4
Analytical Program for CAU 536
(Includes Site and Waste Characterization Analyses)
Analysesa CAS 03-44-02
Organics
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons  
(Diesel-, and Gasoline-Range 
Organics)
X
Polychlorinated Biphenyls X
Semivolatile Organic Compounds X
Volatile Organic Compounds X
Metals
Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act Metalsb X
Beryllium X
Radionuclides
Gamma Spectrometryc X
Isotopic Uranium X
Isotopic Plutonium X
Strontium-90 X
aIf the volume of material is limited, prioritization of the analyses will be necessary.
bMay also include Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure metals if sample is 
collected for waste management purposes.
cIf americium-241 is detected above the minimum detectable activity, isotopic 
americium-241 analysis may also be performed on sample.
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COCs identified during the Decision I activities.  These critical analytes may be different than those 
listed for CAS 03-44-02 in Table A.1-5.
Section 3.0 and Section 6.0 of the CAIP provide the analytical methods and laboratory requirements 
(e.g., detection limits, precision, and accuracy) to be followed during this CAI.  Sample volumes are 
laboratory- and method-specific and will be determined in accordance with laboratory requirements.  
Analytical requirements (e.g., methods, detection limits, precision, and accuracy) are specified in the 
Industrial Sites QAPP (NNSA/NV, 2002), unless superseded by the CAIP.  These requirements will 
ensure that laboratory analyses are sufficient to detect contamination in samples at concentrations 
exceeding the MRL.  Specific analyses required for the disposal of IDW are identified in Section 5.0 
of the CAIP.
A.1.5 Step 4 - Define the Study Boundaries
The purpose of this step is to define the target population of interest, specify the spatial and temporal 
features of that population that are pertinent for decision making, determine practical constraints on 
data collection, and define the scale of decision making relevant to target populations for Decision I 
and Decision II.
Table A.1-5
Critical Analytes for Nature of Contamination (Decision I) Sampling
Chemical Radiological
Common Solvents and Degreasersa:
 - dichlorobenzene
 - ethyl benzene
 - napthalene
 - tetrachloroethylene
 - toluene
 - 1,1,1-trichloroethane
 - trichloroethylene
 - xylene
TPH (DRO and GRO)
None
aAcetone and methylene chloride are common degreasers, but are also common laboratory 
artifacts.  Because they are common laboratory artifacts, they are not included as critical 
analytes.
DRO = Diesel-range organics
GRO = Gasoline-range organics
TPH = Total petroleum hydrocarbons
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A.1.5.1 Define the Target Population
Decision I target populations represent locations within the CAS that contain COCs, if present.  
Decision II target populations are areas within the CAS where COC concentrations are less than 
PALs and are contiguous to areas of COC contamination.  The target populations are dependent upon 
the CSMs developed for CAS 03-44-02.  These target populations represent locations within the CAS 
that, when sampled, will provide sufficient data to resolve the primary problem statement 
(Section A.1.3.1).  
A.1.5.2 Identify the Spatial and Temporal Boundaries
The geographic (spatial) boundaries are defined as the vertical or horizontal boundaries beyond 
which the CSM and/or the scope of the investigation will require reevaluation.  Intrusive activities are 
not intended to extend into the boundaries of neighboring areas of environmental concern (e.g., other 
CASs).  The spatial boundaries for CAS 03-44-02 are listed in Table A.1-6.  The horizontal 
boundaries at CAS 03-44-02 reflect the uncertainty in the locations where the decontamination 
processes were conducted prior to the installation of the concrete decontamination pad in 1989.  As 
discussed in Section A.1.1,  even though contamination related to atmospheric nuclear testing may 
have been “superimposed” on CAS 03-44-02, it will not be investigated during the CAU 536 effort.  
It will be addressed by the Soils Project.   
Temporal boundaries are time constraints due to time-related phenomena such as weather conditions, 
seasons, or activity patterns.  Significant temporal constraints due to weather conditions are not 
expected; however, snow events may affect site activities during winter months.  Moist weather may 
place constraints on sampling and field screening of contaminated soils because of the attenuating 
Table A.1-6
Spatial Boundaries Investigation
Feature
Spatial Boundary
Horizontal Vertical
Decontamination Pad A maximum of 100-ft buffer around the decontamination pad A maximum of 20 ft bgs
Drainage Ditch
A maximum of 10-ft buffer on either 
side of drainage ditch; downstream to 
the edge of the U3du crater
A maximum of 20 ft bgs
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effect of moisture in samples.  There are no time constraints on collecting samples as environmental 
conditions at the site will not significantly change in the near future, and conditions would have 
stabilized over the years since the sites were last used.
A.1.5.3 Identify Practical Constraints
Nevada Test Site activities may affect the ability to characterize the CAS, although the site is inactive 
and abandoned. The primary practical constraints to be encountered at CAS 03-44-02 would be the 
presence of underground utilities and the need to core through the concrete pad to gain access to soil 
sampling locations.  Utility constraints are subject to change as additional information is collected 
prior to the commencement of investigation activities, and will be appropriately documented.  The 
CAS will be surveyed for utilities prior to field activities in accordance with the SSHASP.  Standing 
water on the pad (as observed during recent site visit) may temporarily affect the performance of 
certain investigation activities. 
A.1.5.4 Define the Scale of Decision Making
For CAS 03-44-02, the scale of decision making for Decision I is defined as the CAS.  The scale of 
decision making for Decision II is defined as the extent of COC contamination originating from the 
CAS.  Additionally, the scale of decision making for an unrestricted release determination for the 
concrete pad is individual areas of contamination if only hot spots are present.  Otherwise, the scale of 
decision making is the entire object/structure (e.g., concrete pad) radiologically surveyed.
A.1.6 Step 5 – Develop a Decision Rule
This step integrates outputs from the previous steps, with the inputs developed in this step into a 
decision rule (“If..., then...”) statement.  This rule describes the conditions under which possible 
alternative actions would be chosen.
A.1.6.1 Specify the Population Parameter
The population parameter for Phase I data collected from biased sample locations is the maximum 
observed concentration of each COC within the target population. 
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The population parameter for Phase II data will be the observed concentration of each unbounded 
COC in any sample.
A.1.6.2 Choose an Action Level
Action levels are defined as the PALs, which are defined in Section A.1.4.2.  As appropriate, action 
levels may also be the unrestricted release criteria given in the NV/YMP Radiological Control Manual 
(DOE/NV, 2000).  
A.1.6.3 Decision Rule
If the concentration of any COPC in a target population exceeds the PAL for that COPC in a Phase I 
sample, then that COPC is identified as a COC, and the extent of contamination (Phase II) sampling 
will be conducted.  If the Site Supervisor determines that an indicator of contamination (e.g., staining) 
is present, then Phase II sampling may be conducted before the results of Phase I sampling are 
available.  If all COPC concentrations are less than the corresponding PALs, then the decision will be 
no further action.
If the observed population parameter of any COC in a Phase II sample exceeds the PALs, then 
additional samples will be collected to complete the Phase II evaluation.  If all observed COC 
population parameters are less than PALs, then the decision will be that the extent of contamination 
has been defined in the lateral and vertical directions. 
If contamination is inconsistent with the CSM or extends beyond the identified spatial boundaries, 
then work will be suspended and the investigation strategy will be reevaluated.  If contamination is 
consistent with the CSM and is within spatial boundaries, then the decision will be to continue 
sampling until the extent is defined.
A.1.7 Step 6 – Specify the Tolerable Limits on Decision Errors
The sampling approach for the investigation relies on biased sampling locations; therefore, statistical 
analysis is not appropriate.  Only validated analytical results (quantitative data) will be used to 
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determine if COCs are present (Phase I) or the extent of a COC (Phase II), unless otherwise stated.  
The baseline condition (i.e., null hypothesis) and alternative condition for Phase I are:
• Baseline condition – A COC is present.
• Alternative condition – A COC is not present.
The baseline condition (i.e., null hypothesis) and alternative condition for Phase II are:
• Baseline condition – The extent of a COC has not been defined.
• Alternative condition – The extent of a COC has been defined.
Decisions and/or criteria have an alpha (false negative) or beta (false positive) error associated with 
their determination (discussed in the following subsections).  Since quantitative data are compared to 
action levels on a point-by-point basis, statistical evaluations of the data such as averages or 
confidence intervals are not appropriate.
A.1.7.1 False Negative (Rejection) Decision Error
The false negative (rejection of the null or alpha) decision error would mean one of the following:
• Deciding that a COC is not present when it is (Decision I)
• Deciding that the extent of a COC has been defined when it has not (Decision II)  
In both cases, this would result in an increased risk to human health and the environment.
For Decision I, a false negative decision error (where the consequences are more severe) is controlled 
by meeting the following criteria:
• Having a high degree of confidence that the sample locations selected will identify COCs if 
present anywhere within the CAS. 
• Having a high degree of confidence that analyses selected will be sufficient to detect any COCs 
present in the sampled media, and that the detection limits are adequate to ensure an accurate 
quantification of the COCs.  
For Decision II, the false negative decision error is reduced by: 
• Having a high degree of confidence that the sample locations selected will identify the extent of 
COCs.
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• Having a high degree of confidence that analyses conducted will be sufficient to detect any 
COCs present in the samples.
• Having a high degree of confidence that the dataset is of sufficient quality and completeness.  
To satisfy the first criterion for both decisions, Phase I samples will be collected in areas most likely 
to be contaminated by any COCs, and Phase II samples will be collected in areas that represent the 
lateral and vertical extent of contamination.  The following characteristics are considered during both 
phases to accomplish the first criterion:
• Source and location of release
• Chemical nature and fate properties
• Physical properties and migration/transport pathways 
• Hydrologic drivers
These characteristics were considered during the development of the CSMs.  The biasing factors 
listed in Table A.1-3 and Section A.1.8.1 will be used to further ensure that these criteria are met.
To satisfy the second criterion for Decision I, all samples used to define the nature of contamination 
will be analyzed for the chemical and radiological parameters listed in Section A.1.4.3.3 using 
analytical methods that are capable of producing quantitative data at concentrations below or equal to 
PALs (unless stated otherwise in the CAIP).  The PALs, which are derived from the EPA Region IX 
PRGs, are the basis of the DQOs.  To satisfy the second criterion for Decision II, Phase II samples 
will be analyzed for those chemical and radiological parameters that identified unbounded COCs.  
To satisfy the third criterion for Decision II, the entire dataset as well as individual sample results will 
be assessed against the DQIs of precision, accuracy, comparability, completeness, and 
representativeness defined in the Industrial Sites QAPP (NNSA/NV, 2002).  The goal for the DQI of 
completeness is that 90 percent of the critical COPC results are valid for every sample.  Critical 
COPCs are defined as those contaminants that are known or expected to be present within a CAS 
(Section A.1.4.3.3).  In addition, sensitivity has been included as a DQI for laboratory analyses.  
Site-specific DQIs are discussed in more detail in Section 6.0 of the CAIP.  Strict adherence to 
established procedures and QA/QC protocols also protects against false negatives.
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A.1.7.2 False Positive Decision Error
The false positive (acceptance of the null or beta) decision error would mean one of the following:
• Deciding that a COC is present when it is not (Decision I) 
• Accepting that the extent of a COC has not been defined when it really has (Decision II)
These errors result in increased costs for unnecessary characterization or corrective actions.
The false positive decision error is controlled by protecting against false positive analytical results.  
False positive results are typically attributed to laboratory and/or sampling/handling errors.  Quality 
assurance samples such as field blanks, trip blanks, laboratory control samples, and method blanks 
minimize the risk of a false positive analytical result.  Other measures include proper 
decontamination of sampling equipment and using certified clean sample containers to avoid cross- 
contamination. 
A.1.7.3 Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Radiological survey instruments and field-screening equipment, if used, will be calibrated and 
checked in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions or approved. 
Quality control samples will be collected as required by the Industrial Sites QAPP (DOE/NV, 2002) 
and in accordance with established procedures.  The required QA field samples include:
• Trip blanks (1 per sample cooler containing VOC environmental samples)
• Equipment blanks (1 per sampling event for each type of decontamination procedure)
• Source blanks (1 per source lot per sampling event)
• Field duplicates (minimum of 1 per matrix per 20 environmental samples, or 1 per CAS if less 
than 20 collected)
• Field blanks (minimum of 1 per 20 environmental samples, or 1 per CAS if less than 
20 collected)
• Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate (minimum of 1 per matrix per 20 environmental samples, 
or 1 per CAS if less than 20 collected; not required for all radionuclide measurements)
Additional QC samples may be submitted based on site conditions.
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A.1.8 Step 7 – Optimize the Design for Obtaining Data
This section presents a resource-effective sampling and analysis design for generating data that are 
required to meet the project DQOs developed in the previous six steps.  Because the types of 
suspected contaminants are similar and the two decontamination features are expected to be located 
within the same area, with the primary differences between the two CSMs being the potentially 
affected area and the release pathways, the investigation of CSM #1 and CSM #2 will be combined.  
The effort is planned to resolve the decision statements for CAU 536.
A.1.8.1 General Investigation Strategy
Following visual inspection and a radiological survey, intrusive soil sampling for field screening and 
laboratory analysis will be conducted at CAU 536.  The selection of sample locations for CAU 536 
will be biased by the following:
• Visual indicators (e.g., staining, drainage areas, topography, areas of preferential flow)
• Radiological survey results
• Geophysical survey results
• Existing site-specific data
• Physical and chemical characteristics of contaminants
• Known or suspected sources and locations of release
• Geologic and/or hydrologic conditions
• Process knowledge and experience at similar sites
The Site Supervisor has the discretion to modify the biased locations, but only if the modified 
locations meet the decision needs and criteria stipulated in Section A.1.4.
Phase II (step-out) sampling locations at CAS 03-44-02 will be selected based on the outer boundary 
sample locations where COCs were detected, the CSM, and other biasing factors.  If biasing factors 
indicate COCs extend beyond planned Phase II sample locations, planned locations may be modified 
or additional Phase II samples may be collected from incremental step-out locations.  If field data 
generated during the course of collecting Phase I samples strongly indicate that contaminants are 
above PALs, Phase II data may be collected without the support of Phase I analytical results (e.g., the 
presence of VOCs is indicated by PID analysis, extensive staining).
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Contaminants determined not to be present in Phase I samples will be eliminated from Phase II 
analytical suites.  In general, samples submitted for off-site analysis would be those that define the 
expected lateral and vertical extent of COCs.
A.1.8.2 Detailed Investigation Strategy
A radiological screening survey will be conducted throughout CAS 03-44-02 prior to intrusive 
sampling.  The survey will include the concrete pad, ground surface surrounding the pad, the ramp at 
the southern end of the pad, and the drainage ditch.
Following the radiological survey, the surface of the concrete pad, areas surrounding the pad 
extending throughout the area identified as being disturbed in the 1974 aerial photograph, and the 
length of the drainage ditch extending from the southeastern corner of the pad to, but not into, the 
U3du crater will be visually inspected and photodocumented.  The visual inspection will focus on  
preferential pathways (e.g., small drainage systems) that may have transported or accumulated 
contamination associated with steam-cleaning operations prior to 1989 as well as more recent 
releases from the concrete pad.
Intrusive sampling will be conducted at CAS 03-44-02 to determine if COCs are present and, if 
present, to determine the extent.  Initially, surface soil samples (<0.5 ft bgs) will be collected from 
biased locations based on the results of the previously conducted geophysical surveys, radiological 
surveys, the visual inspection, existing analytical data, and other biasing factors listed in Table A.1-3.  
If biasing factors indicate that contamination may be present at the surface, samples will be collected 
for laboratory analysis at the potentially contaminated locations as well as along each side of the pad.  
Soil samples will be selected from biased locations focusing on contamination that may have 
migrated from the suspected source areas, considering the potential for lateral surface migration prior 
to infiltration.
If no biasing factors (e.g., staining, elevated radiological readings) are present to indicate potential 
contamination, then surface soil samples will be collected from locations along the edge of the pad 
and outward at 25-ft intervals to a maximum of 50 ft from each side of the concrete pad.  It is 
expected that the concrete pad was constructed over all or part of the former decontamination area.
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A minimum of three surface soil samples will be collected from the bottom of the drainage ditch.  
Locations will be based on biasing factors (e.g., stains, radiological hot spots, areas of accumulated 
sediment).  If biasing factors are not present, the samples will be located 25 ft apart in the ditch, with 
the first sample collected just downstream of the culvert beneath the ramp adjacent to the south side 
of the pad.
Subsurface soil samples will be collected from locations adjacent to the sump in the center of the 
concrete pad and adjacent to the sump on the east side of the pad (Figure A.1-5).  Three locations are 
expected to be sampled below the concrete pad.  Sample collection will begin with the first material 
immediately beneath the base of these features.  If the depth to the base of the sump in the center of 
the pad cannot be determined, it will be assumed to be the same as the depth to the base of the sump 
on the east side of the pad.  Additionally, subsurface soil samples will be collected from surface soil 
locations where biasing factors (e.g., field-screening results) indicate the potential for contaminant 
concentrations greater than PALs. 
The frequency of subsurface soil samples will be based on biasing factors such as presence of debris, 
staining, odor, field-screening results, or professional judgment.  For subsurface sampling locations, 
generally two consecutive soil samples with field-screening results below field-screening action 
levels are required to define the vertical extent of contamination.  Generally, the uppermost “clean” 
sample from each location is submitted for laboratory analysis.
Surface soil samples will be collected by hand according to approved procedures.  Sonic drilling, 
hollow-stem auger drilling, direct-push, handheld augers, or excavation may be used, as appropriate, 
to access subsurface sample intervals for laboratory analysis at select locations. 
A visual inspection of the concrete pad will be conducted of the area where a stain was reported 
during the preliminary site assessment.  If unconsolidated material is available and, if appropriate, 
this material will be collected for laboratory analysis.  This will not include material containing bird 
and other animal droppings.  Based on the results of the radiological survey of the concrete pad 
surface, swipes may be collected and analyzed on site for removable radiological contamination.  
Scabbling of the concrete may be performed to collect samples, if necessary.
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Figure A.1-5
CAU 536, CAS 03-44-02 - Planned Phase I Sample Locations
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Samples for waste characterization purposes may also be collected from the various media at 
CAS 03-44-02 (e.g., soil, concrete, or material in the drainage ditch).
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o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants 181 Soil 0 Sludge from san.d/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance Is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
Signature",f Certifier: 
.....'0- ...... 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materia 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above 2 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: Ke.,JIN OJ~ 
;1- I· 07Signature: __". _ ._ _~, Date: _ 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological ole, 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verjfl«atton;~ ..~, 
SWO USE ONLY 
Load Weight (net from SI8iilW or ~_J:..It!!P ~ 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Dis
RCTlnltials 
__ This contalnerlload meets the crite
added man-made radioactive mater
__ This contalnerlload meets the criter
Radeon Manual Table 4.2 release li
__" This container/load Is exempt from 
duo lruvOl:p- knowledge and origin. 
SIGNATURE:~ ol" 
posal 
ria for no 
mits. 
ial 
ia for 
survey 
-----------
(5 )
 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 [8] 6 D 9 l'8I LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, andlor assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMA TlON 
(This form is for ro/loffs, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal of materials.) 
Wasle Generator: Shaughn Burnison I Mike Floyd	 Phone Number: _5=----=-9.=..:32=-8'-- _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial	 I2:?J Industrial 
·W~~t~·l:yp~;··---···-·ErNTs···· ..·---·---·..··..···-..--·Ei··Pul~e;~~;bie······--····----·-·-··--· ..·..·18i··FFACo.:o~siie-·········-·Ei··WAC;E~~epti;;~··· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Conlaining Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
-p~li~ti'~n'P~~~;':;ti~~--cat~g~;Y;-(~h~-~k-~~'~')"'~"E~~i'~o~~e~i~i'~'a;;iige~e;';t--""o"rj'eie;';se'Firoje~i;'··-····EJ..yMp·······-·····--·····­
·p·~ijui'ir:;n·P·;~v;·~·ti~~ ..Categ~;Y;·(~h;~k·~;;~-) ..·~··Ciea~~Up· ············..···········..----·O··Ro~ti~e··· ..·· ---- -..-..-- . 
~~~!~~~~:~f~~~~~~!~~~~!~~~~~::(9:~~~~~~~~~=::=:::~(§:~~p.[~~~:~:~6?!y.~~~:::::::::::::::::::g::~~~~~~~:~~~~[~~~~]~;~[~~~!~~i~:::::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste: RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps. bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food wasle); and Friable asbestos 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowab/e wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE: Wasle disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
____.. ...P..~!r?J..~~!!1...hY..~!.Q.£~XR!J.E; and ~!hyJ.~_Q~.gty.~.9.L.__.__..__ _ _._ __.__ _.__.__. 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement 8. concrete 
o Manufactured items: (swamp coolers. furniture, rugs, carpet, electronic components, PPE. etc.) 
·Additi·~~;j";~t;~-~~~pt;d·;t·th;·A~~;23-M;;;;~~·;i:~ndfiji;----..o--·o·ffi~;-w~~i~·-· ..fj···F~~d·w;~·t-;---·o ..A~i~;iC~·r·~~.~.~;~--
o Asbestos 
.­ ------------­
0 Friable 0 
------._.--.._ 
Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: 
-­ - ---­ -­ _-_..-.--_ _..­ --..-..­ -..-..- -..-.­..------.-_.-.­.- -..­ -..- . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contact SWO) D Drained fuel filters (gas 8.diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) D Other Ground Tanks 
·Additi~n;t~·i~·i;a~~~pied·at·ih;·A~~;--6--H·yd~~c;~b·~~·L-;;~dfii·I;·····lJ..·· ---------..---------­ -------.--------.-­ -----.-­ . 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas 8. diesel) 0 Crushed non-tame plated oil filters 
o Plants r.81 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal
To the best of my knOWledge, the waste described above contains only those materia ReT Initials 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above < This containorlload meets the criteria for no 
prohibited and allowable waste Items. I have contacted Property Management and ha added man-made radioactive material 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. __ _ This container/load meets the criteria for 
Radcon Manual Table 4.2 releaso limits. 
'L •	 This container/load Is exempt from survey 
du~r~sknOWledge and origi~ r-\ _() '1Print Name: Kev!,J Q lsorJ 
Signature: .	 Date: 2.- 1-07 SIGNATURE: __	 DAfE: ;;:;;;:;;:;;;;:;;~ 
BN·0646 (10105)Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological cler 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verifig.ation.~ 
SWO USE ONLY - ~---:--",.--
- /' t -, 
Load Weight (net from ~l~ f estim~: f4)... ~SJgnat~ Certifier: ~ 
r--------------------------------~----.------_. 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VI=RIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA D 23 [iJ1; 09 o LANDFILL 
For waste characterization. approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Wasle Operatio~ (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION (}!; Iottn is for mllotfs, dump trucks. and other onsit« dispos»! of tneienels.) " . 
Waste Generator __.__IN I Ai (j (Sf! ~ .... 7(- ._._., Phone Number. ..J:L..:....7-s J!2J.}__._ 
Location / Origin: L1t~y:.53 ~__SA..~ "'-~.::-.=-~~~.i-ti-..s-=!-~~::::..::~~~:Y-::..::=====_=_==== ...
 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial ~ :ndu~tricd
 
·waste·Typ~·:--··..·· ..O..·NTS···..·· .. ·····--···....·..···--tfp·~·I;es·~·!~;b·I~ ....·.... ······ .. ··· .. ······--···9···FFACO.~·n~·i·t~; .. "··--·'··tfwAC--E~~~piion ..·
 
(check one) 0 Non-Pulrescihle 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACD ·offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
·pojj'~·ti;;~--pi~vent·i·o~·Cat~~·oi.-y·:·-i~h;~i;~~~;···~···E~~;~~;~·~~i~i·~~aJlag~;;~~I--···Ej..D~f~;;~·~··p~~·)j·~-~t~····· .. tj··YMp···········..·..···-­
:~;'~~~~;t:~~~;~h~;~~1~~~tt~~;~i~~t::::I·:·~~~~f~~~;;:6 ;.~~:!~ . : : : : : :: ..:::.::::8:::~r~;~~·~~;~~j~:~:~i::b:·:~:~~~~6i~:::::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste: Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory
 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothingi.
 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
-------------------_._------------_._ _-------.__..­
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check illI allowable wastes thai are contained I'Jiltlin tni« load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact '.'11th petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants. such as: gasoline (no benzene. lead); jel fuel; diesel Iue]: :ubricants and hrdr sutics: kerosene; asphaltic
 
·A~C~·Pt:bj·~~;~5et~t~~~~~~;~\:~~in~y!~!!~6)Y.~~~~~··--.,. d .. R~~k~·i·;;~,·~i;~·~~i;·g~~i~g;~·;~~\~~·i~i~···--O··E·~Pty·~;~iai;~~~~···· 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wond 0 ~;oii 0 Rubber (excludinq tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 \Virt~ CJ Cable 0 Cloth 0 lnsulatiou (non-Asbestosforrn) [J Cement & concrete 
.g..~~0.~!.~~.t.~.~~? .~!~~~:.(~:::~~~ ..~~~!:!.~:.!.l.l!.~:~~~~~.!.:I.~.~: ..~~rE~!:. ~!~5:~!.?~!.~.~~!~~.'?:'1~.1.:~~ ~!:.~::__t!-'.~) __ .
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Wa"te 0 Foo,il',!;,s,e [J Anlrnal Carcasses
 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Frlable (contact SWO if r8gulaled load) OuentHy __ ..•_~ . _ 
__ ~_".,.~.~ •• _ •.• __• ._ '_' ."_""" .0.,. >_ •••• _ _._ ••• __ • __ ••••• _, .,.« •.•. _._. .,. ._.·.• _· .•.•~.~ •• _ ~.A~'"~"' .. , ,_ "•••..•. ' __ ."._. _, ,,._.~ ••_. __ ••••.~••• •••••• y __ __ .~.~~. ~ ~_-. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U·' Dc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid irac~;c.'ns f:"O!'T1 sand/oillwater 
OUght ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tol!lh!5 
...........-- - - '0" -- ----- _ .
~ ~ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill: . 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) ---0 Crushe(j-~on.te~l~-plated oil filters 
Q£!ants ~ Soil 0 __SJudge!.'orr~sanci/oil/water separators Q.!S8s..~~~~_~?..P~~s per million '_ .. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my
 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials.
 
To the best of my knowledqe, the waste described above contains only those material: ;:..~__:.:.- -:-_--:-':":":'"--.--::=--­
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above ai 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha\ 
is approved for disoosal in the landfill. 
Print Name: .•re-v tAl [)l_'.fc_C"'._"""'. _ 
Signature: _,. __ Dale: 2::J -0 '7 . 
Note: "Food waste. office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clear 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Vertfjc'a!ion.~ 
SWO USE ONLY - =--=::: -_. 
Radiological SUlVey Release for Waste Disposal 
ReT Initials 
This contalnerlload meets the criteria for no 
-- added man ..made rndloactJve matertal 
This container/load meets tho criteria for 
't=-- Radcon Manual Table 4.2 release limits. 
This container/load Is exempt from sUlVoy 
'-- due t~l<nowledgeand orlglngJ _"r­-~.v 
SIGNATURE: ~ OAT : ; 
,,--_ BN~646 (10105: 
Load Weight (net from ~~r es\!mateT) _~~.(J(90 _ Sig~l.l!~f Certifier' ..:::c~--::,,_._. '.,;.....;.;-_.__ ....,.-..-. 
___ ./ " ..._. . )lo: 1 
(f)
 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 [8'J 6 09 f.8J LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approvaf, andlor assistance, contact Sofid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION 
(This form is for ro/loffs, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal of materials.) 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Burnison / Mike Floyd Phone Number: .....:5::..-.::.9=.;32::..:8"---- _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category; (check one) 0 Commercial [8J Industrial 
-W~~t;-Typ;;---------[rNTS----------------------------trp~l~~~~rible-------------------·-----------f8i--F-FACO~~~~jie------------ErWAC-Exc~p-iio-n---
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
-p-;iiuti~~-P-reve-ntion--cat;gorY:-(~h~~k-~n~-)----[8j--E;;;iro~mentaTma-nagemeni------Ef--Deien~e-PrOj-ect~--------[j--yMP--------------------
-p~iiut·i~~·preve·n·tion··C~t;go;y;·(~h;;k·;;~~·i..·f8rCi;;;~~up····································tj··Ro~t;ne···············-····-·-···-···-················----··--- .. 
~~~t~~~::~L~~~~~~!~~:~~~f~~:~:~~~~:~~~}=:::::::~::§.~~p.E~2:~:~6~~y.~i~=::=:::::::::::::Q::~:~~~~~~:~~9~~~~~~]~!::~~~~~~~~:::::::::=::. 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids. PCBs above TSCA regulatory
 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps. bloody clothing).
 
Additional Prohibited Waste
 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, WeI garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
REQUiRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check ell allowable wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area GHydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics: kerosene; asphaltic 
_______. .(l_~~r2!~!_:!!'!!.hy~!:9.~_~IQ2!!: a..'l'.:t~.lt!.yj.~.I}~..gly.col. . .__. .. . . .. . . . .. _ 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks I unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
_g__~~_~_!?-~~!~E_!~~~.~:.i?~~.!!.'p..~.<?.?..~~~.~~~~!.l:!~..' ..~~~:_~~P::~..~J.~E~r.?~~~E?'!2e.~~~~~~:.!:~§J..~~~J_.__._ _ . _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated foad) Quantity: 
i~·---- -------·-----------· ---·-···- ·· ----·-·-··-· ---------·-· - -.---- - ­-Addiij·~~~i·;;·;~t;;-~c;;p-t~d-;t-the-A~·~"ii·U1·0·cLancjfi . 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
-Addiii·~n~i·;;~·~t;;·;~~;Pt;d·;t-th;·J,.-;.~~··6·H·yd;.~·~~;.b-o~-L~-n·dfiil":------D------·--···_-···············-· --.--.-..-- --------­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-terns plated oil filters 
o Plants t8I Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if Initialed, no radiological clearance 15 necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge. does not contain radiological materials. 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal 
ReT InitialsTo the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materlals 
__ This contalnerlload meets the criteria for no
site. I have verified this through the waste chara.cterization method identified above an 
added man·made radioactive material prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and hav 
__ Tills containerlload meets the criteria foris approved for disposal in the landfill. I Radeon Manual Table 4.2 reloase limits. 
...,., k :t:/1.6 This contalnorlload Is exempt from survoy 
Print Name: ,." <. r"'A.YIJ - due~~s knowledge and origin'I --"3 NY 
Signature: ... __ - Date: SIGNATURE: ~ - DATE.­I hJ7 
BN-0646 (lOIOS 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clear., ..~~ ...vv.. vv ...~........, ~ ..t".~ .. ~_~ 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY 
Load Weight (net from~or~ ..l.J2 .9n1""\ Signature of Certifier: s> 
(2)
 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 1ZI 6 0 9 IZI LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact SolidWaste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION
 
(This form is for rollotts, dump trucks, and other onsile disposal of maleria/s.)
 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Burnison I Mike Floyd	 Phone Number: _5;:;...--=-9-=-32=-8=----- _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44..(2) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (check one) D Commercial ~ Industrial
'Waste-:y-yp;;;-···-···'Ei'·N-i--S·······-···..··---·-------------D·-F;G·i~esc~ibi~-----·-------·--· ..--· .. ········-~ ..FFAc6~o~~jie-·- ..·-···--D--V;;,-AC·E·x~~p-ti~~--
(check one) D Non-Putrescible D Asbestos Containing Material D FFACO-offsite D Historic DOE/NV 
·p~liut-i~~·P~~ve·~·ti~~..c~t;g~~y~·(~h;~k·;;;~) ..--[8j··E~~i-~;~~e~i~i-m~-~·~-g;;~e~t ..--l~j··[ieie~~e-P~ojecis-------Ef'VMP--·-----------------
·p·~iiutl-~n·Preve;;ti~n··C~t;;g~~y;·(~h;;~k·;~·~i ..-[8j··cie~~=·up··--··------------ ..------------·---D--Ro~ii~~·----········· ..- -..-..-.-- -..----­
:~!!~~~::?!:~:~~~~~!~~i~:~~~~::::~~:~~~:~~~j::::::]~r~~~p.[~~@I~~~!y.~(~:::::::::::::::::::Q::~!.?~i~i.:~~~~[i~~~:::~[§.?~!~~}~::=:::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive wasle; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
.._.. Q~~~9!~~n:..~YP!.Q9.~.~?2!!j.~,ry.9..~t~Y..~~D.~.9tY..'?gJ:__ ._.. ...__...... . . .. __ 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: D Paper D Rocks I unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
D Asphalt 0 Metal D Wood D Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) D Demolition debris 
D Plastic DWire D Cable D Cloth D Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
_P.._~_~_~.~f~~~~~.~~~!..':..~.:.i~~~.~p..?.?.?.~~!.~~.f~~!:~~~!.~ ....~~~~:_~~~P..t:_~._~J~.~~~~~.??~p.~~~~!~!.!:~~,.~~~:! . . . ._._ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: D Office Waste D Food Waste D Animal Carcasses 
.~_~:~=:~~:. ~__~~~~~~:. .__9 ~.~~~~--'!_~~~__~:~~~::~ S~9..~:.~=~_~~~.~_~_!_~_~_~_~_. ~~:~~~~: -_--__-__-__-__-..--..--__-_.-.-__-..-..-..-_.- __ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill:
 
D Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles D Solid fractions from sand/oillwater
 
D Light ballasts (contact SWO) D Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) D Deconned Underground and Above
 
D Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) D Other Ground Tanks
 
·Add1ti-~~~i-w~;t;-;cc;pt;d·~t-·the·Are-af3'Hydroca;:b-~~·La~dfij'i:	 ....--·--D--..----..--..·····--········-····--····--·····----..---------------­
D Septic sludge DRags D Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) D Crushed non-ferne plated oil filters 
D Plants J:8] Soil D Sludge from sand/oil/water separators D PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
lnitlals: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge. does not contain radiological materials. 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste DisposalTo the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materia 
ReT Initlalssite. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above I This contalnerfload meets the criteria for noprohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and hI' 
added man-made radioactive material is approved for disposal in the landfill. This contalnertload moets the criteria for 
'7""" - qadcon Manual Table 4.2 release limits.Print Name: /tv;..... ,..e"'.u-y/,> 
•	 _ '-hls container/load Is exempt frOm survey 
duejp..oroQllss knOWledge an" 'igln' -4Signature: __ _ _ __	 Date: 1131/67­
SIGNATURE.	 DAT~:r)-()7• 
. ----­Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clei BN·0646 (10/05) 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Veriflcation." 
- - ----,--- -------­
SWO USE ONLY
 
Load Weight (net from 8e1!Itr!1J~ Signature of Certifier: • ~
 
08/23/06NSTec 
Rev. 0Form 
FRM-0918	 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 ~ 6 0 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, con/act Solid Waste Operation (SWO) a/5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATlON
 
(This form is for rol/offs, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal of materia/s.)
 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Bumison / Mike Floyd	 Phone Number: _5"'---"9-"3-"28"'-- _ 
location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial	 [gl Industrial 
·w~-~t~·T·yp~~·..···--·-ti··NTS··..··················..········ij·-P~t;e~~·~ibi~···········--·····--· ..·-·-·---·..f8j··FFACo~;~.~ile·····---··--D··WAC·E~~~pt·i~~--· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p-oiiutio~'p'~~;-~-~-iio~"categ~rY~'(~h-;;~k'~~';;)"'[gj-'E~~i;;~~e~tai"m'~~'ag'eme~t'--'''d''Deie~~e'p'r~fects'·····'[j'·yMp··· ·· · · 
·poii~tio~··Prevent~o·n··Category:·(~h~-~k·~·~·~·i--·~-·Cle~~~Up..--·-----·..···-·-·-··-..··-·-······tJ..Routine..·..--.-.----.---.--.-.- -- -- ------ . 
:~~~:~?~~~t:~~~~~~~~~~~~{~_~3::~~E~~~:~~~~:::::::::~L~~~e!~~~I:~~~!~~~~::::::::::::::::]~[f!.~ii.~~::~~?~~~~fi~J~~[f~~!~~!~:::::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTs landfills:	 levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Anima! carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos
atthe Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE:	 Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic
 
...._ .P.~~~2!.~!!!!).hY.9!:9E.~IQQ.IJ.i.~..nj..~~hY..l~.IJ.~_9tY..s.~:_.. _ _.__.__ _ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Gable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
.P..~~.~_~~~~~!:.~~_~~~.~~.(~~.~£':lp..~.?'?}.~.~~.!~~!!~!!:l-' ..~~@~~_!::~~P.~.~'..~.~f!l.?~~~~~.?().':".l.p.~~~!:~.~!.~.~~~_~!~J __ __ .. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
.9.~~~:=~~= g ~~~~~~: ~..~~~~:.~i.~.~1.:..~:~~~~:~.~.~9..~~.~:~.~~~~:.~ ..I.~.~.~.~ ~~~~~~~~: ..__.. -.._-.-._-....-..--_..-_--..-..-._-..__ . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact5WO) D Other Ground Tanks 
'Additio~~l-w;;ieac~~pt;d·~t·th;A~;;6Hyd;.~·~arbo~-Landfill·:_·tr-·__·- --..- -.- - -- ---- -- .-
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants [8J Soil 0 Srudge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (Iflnitialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those material 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha' 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: IJ?' is.- ;?t-o<t h 
Signature: ._ --'-~ Date: 1,131/4 7 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clea 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." ~ 
SWO USE ONLY 
-	
Signature of Certifier: 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal 
ReT Initials 
This contalnerfload meets the criteria for no 
- added man·made radioactive material 
This contalnerfload meets the criteria for 
-- Radcon Manual Table 4.2 release llmlts. 
This container/load Is exempt from survey 
- - due \"l1'{oc,ess.knowledge end origin. 
1-'I,ot:"JSIGNATURE; - ..........-- DATE;,;;;:;;;:::=.1~ 
- ~ BN-ll64t (10105 
en
 
DATE(.-st-cz 
6",·0&46 (10/051 
NSTec 
Form 
FRM·0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION 
08/23/06 
Rev. 0 
Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 [gI6 D 9 18l LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, andlorassistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION 
(This form is for rolloffs, dumptrucks, and other onsite disposalof materials.) 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Burnison I Mike Floyd Phone Number: -:5=---.=.9.=.32:::8=--­ _ 
Location I Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial I8l Industrial 
·waste·T·yp~~····..···tr·i~jTS···· ..·..··--····-·..····-....··Ei--Pui~es~ribie· ..··-..··..·..·....·..·-····-·-·f8j··F-F·ACO:;~site· ..·········D··WA·C-E~c~Pti~r;··· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
:~~~~!~!I~~:~~!Y.!:~:~~~~::~~!~~~~i:~~~~~~:~:~~i]f~::g~y.(~?~~~~~~I~~~~~~i~~~~~~::::~Q::~~!~~~~~~~?f~~~~:::::~::q::i~~:~:::::::::::::
Pollution Prevention Category: (check one) [81 Clean-Up 0 Routine 
:~~!~~~:~!:~~~!.~:~~~!.i~!~~~~:l~~;~:~~~!::::::]~::§:~~p.![~~I~6~iy.~[~:::::::=::::::::::Q::~!.~~~~~:~~9~!~~~~::Ir~~~ie~~~::::::::
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps. bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
::::::. 
:::: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene. lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
........._ £~!'2!~u~_~.Y.Q!9.9~~_q!1. anQ.~!hY!~I].~.g!y'~.9..I: _.._ __ _.__ _ _ __ __._ _ _ .._._ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks I unaltered geologic materials D Empty containers 
o Asphalt D Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) D Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) D Cement & concrete 
.g__._~~~.~!~~!~~~~.~~:r:.~:.J~~~.'!!P...9.??~~~~~.!~~!.1!!!_!!.~.~L~!!.?~.~~~E.~.~· ..~_I.~.?.!:!:?.~~~.~.?.~.r.>.?.~~~!~~.~_~§.~~~~:L __ _ __ _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste D Animal Carcasses 
.~.~:~:~~~~.._ ~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~:~~j.~.~.~:..~:~~~::~.~'!!.~-~~.~:~~.I~::_~ ..I.~.~.~.~-_ ~~:~~~~~~ .._..-..-_..-__-__­-..-._.- ­..-._.­__-.._­__­-..-_..-..- _. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Dc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
·Additi·~~ai·;·;;~·t~·a~~;pt;d·~t-th~·Aj.;-;;·6··Hydr;~;~b·;;~·L~-,:;dfii-I:--···--tJ - ---­ --..­ --­ - - ---­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants I8l Soil D Sludge from sand/oillwater separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best ofmy knowledge, the waste described above contains only those material 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha' 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Prin! Name: miN "'~P . _ 
Signature: __ < Date: t/Jlh'l 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological elsa 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
Radiological SUlVey Relea6Q for Waste DIs
ReT Initials 
__ This container/load moots the crite
added man-made radioactive mate
This contalnerlload meets the crite
Radcon Manual Table 4.2 release I
~ This contalnerlload Is exempt from 
duf'-'-o~sknowledge and origin. 
SIGNATURf:::_.. .:::' 
Imlls. 
posal 
ria for no 
rial 
ria for 
survey 
SWO USE ONLY 
Load Weight (net from seale-o€limate):)_ J...f 2. .&.I 'J Signature of Certifi:r: . 
(J;
 
NSTec 08/23/06
 
Form Rev. 0
 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2
 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 [gJ 6 D 9 [8J LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5·7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION 
(This form is for ro/loffs, dump trucks, and other onsile disposal ofmaterials.) 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Bumison / Mike Floyd Phone Number; -'5=--..:::.9..:::.3=.28:::- _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial l'8J Industrial 
"Wast~-T·yp~:·······"·CrNTS·-·······..""·······..··········Erp·ut~~s~~ibi~·- .. -- .. "·..··--·--..···-·"--..-·{?gf·FF·ACO~~~siie-- ..········O"-WAc-E;~ept'i~~--· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOEINV 
-p'~iiuti'o~'p're~e'n'tion"CategorY:-(~h~-~k'~~~-i'--[gj··En'~i'~~n~eiitai';;~-n';;;gement-···--ti"D~i~nse-P~~j~~t~·····---O··YMp···-··-------·..·· 
-p-~iiution-P-re~;n-tion--C-~teg ..ory~(~h~~k-~-~~-)-·-[gj·-ci~~~=up·---·--··--------··---------·--··--·"[:r·Ro~ii~e--------··--·- ..-------....-------.------- -.-.-....-.... 
:~~I~?~::~f~~~~~:~!~~(~:~!~~:~:~~~~~~:~~~~::::::]~,~::~:~~P.[[~9::~:~~~!y.~[~:::::::::::::::::::g::~i.~~~~~::~~~~[~~~~:::~L§? __~!~~!~::::::::::::::· 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste: RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills; levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
REQUiRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check aI/allowable wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal allhe Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have came Into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants. such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
__. ....P.~.!rol~~~_hY~£9..9_?.~~2~;.!!I!~t~!t!y.ll?_~~.gly_~.9..l .__ _. .•__.__.. . ._. . . .__._.._._.•• . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Ernpty containers 
o Asphalt [S Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Dernolition debris 
111 Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
J~__.fY.1_~~~.!~~!~~~~_!~~~_~:..(~~~_~~.~~I.~.~.~.!~~!.1!!~!.~,_!~~~,_~~~E~~~~~~C?t.r:~~~ __~_~_~p.~~~~~,_!:'.~5.~_~~:L __.. _ _ .. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
~.~~::~~~ --~-~~~~~~=---_._--_.~ ~.~~~~~~~.~~~-~~.~~~~:~.:.~~-~:_~=~-~-~~~.~!.~~.~.~--- ~~~~~~~~:..-----------....-.---..-._-.. -..-..--..--..--..- . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contacl SWO) 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (conlact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
-Additi~~;Iy;~~t;·~~~;pi;d·atih;A~e~i·6-Hyd~oc;rbO~·L-ari·Cifiii·:---·-·O--·-------·-------_·------·_--·--· --­-·--·····..­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-ferne plated oil filters 
o Plants tEl Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of rny 
knowledge, does not contain radiological rnaterials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those material ;.:.:.....:.__=- ~-~_::~:-:::-:":'""---
Radlologh::al Survey Relttase for Waste Disposalsite. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
ReT Initials 
This container/load meets the criteria for no 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha\ 
is approved for disposal In the landfill. 
-- added man-mado radioactive material 
This container/loadmeots the criteria forPrint Name: 111-1 " F~,i) 
-- Radcon Manual Table 4.2 release limits. 
'.. This container/load Is exempt from surveySignature: Date: I!.J /j;rr
• f , 
- - due r!'O~ssknowledge and origin. l-'} ~j.. c:fj 
Note: "Food wasle, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological cleat SIGNATURE;...:...... .." DATE:.;::;::~~ 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." BN·0646 (10 051 
SWO USE ONLY 
,....--::--:. LJ", OCO 
Load Weight (net from ~~ estimate9_--,...., I . Signature of Certifier: , 
V \ 
___ 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM·0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA D 23 [gJ 6 D 9 [gJ L.ANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMA TlON
 
(This form is for roJloffs. dump trucks, and other onsite disposal ofmaterials.)
 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Butnison I Mike Floyd	 Phone Number: _5:;....-..=.9..=.3::.28::..- _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (check one) D Commercial	 t8l Industrial 
-W~~t~·T·yp~:·-·-·····t::fNTS·..·--·······-·············..···Er·p~i~e~~~ibie······-· ..·.. ··..·..········-····~rFFAco~~~~ii~···-···-····Er·V\iAC·E·~~~p·ti~·~··-
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible D Asbestos Containing Material D FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p'~li~t"i'~~'P~;~;~ii~~'c~t";;g~ry:-(~j,';~~~~')"-'~"E~~i';~~~~~t~T~~'~'~'~i~~~~i"""ErD~f~~~~'P~~j~~t;""···-tfVMp··--····-····-······· 
·p·~li~t·i·~n·P~;v;r;iio~··C~t"ego~y:·(~h~;k·;~~)···~··ciea~~up···-·········-···········-··········"Er·R~~ti~~-·.- - - - . 
:~~!~~~:~~~~~_~~~~i~~(~~!~~~::::(~~~~:~~~l:::::::::~::~~~p.~[~~I~~~j¥.~i~:: :: :::::: :: :~=::J:J::~~i~~~:~~~~I~~~~: :~g: :§~~!~~!~::::::::::: ::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowabfe wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE:	 Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
........._ P.l?.!rQ!§!-!.'!!..~Y.9iQ.9_arb9~..~.Il~..ett!Y..l~lJ.~..gty.~Q.L 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: . D Paper 
_ _ _ ._._•.......•.....__ _ 
D Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 
._._•.._ _...•.... 
Empty containers 
D Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
D Plastic 0 Wire D Cable 0 Cloth D Insulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
.~ ~.~.~~!~~!~:~~.l~€!.".:I.~~..(~~~:n..P..£~~I~.r:~~.!':!:.~!!!!!~_'_~~~.s.!.~~:p~.~ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 
..E!!.I.~.~~?_~~..~.c:.~R~~~!:!.~~_!:~~~.~~~J .._._ 
0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 
_ . 
Animal Carcasses 
.~.~~~~~~?: .._~ ~~~~~= _9..~~~~~~i.~.~.I_~._~~~~:~~~.~."!..?~~.~:?._~!_~.l~.~ ..I.~.~.~~ ~~~~~~~~:._-..-..-.__-..-..--..--..-..--..--..--..--..- _. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Oc Landfill:
 
D Non-friable asbestos D Drained automobiles and military vehicles D Solid fractions from sand/oil/water
 
D Light ballasts (contact SWO) D Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above
 
D Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) D Other Ground Tanks
 
·Additi~;;ai-wast;·~~~~Pt~d·at·ih~·A~ea-6·Hyd;.c;~;;;.b·~~'L~·~·dfii-l:--·····O--······_-·······_-·····-··-····..-_._...- ....--­.... ....--..-..--....-...­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) D Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants [gI Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those material 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: lJ1,k ,c(..,..#(,-/I _>_--------­
Signature:' ~. Date: t/lL)y 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological ere 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY _ 
Load Weight (net from ~Slima~: ,",':> ~ Signature of Certifier: .....
rR;1j;=;;;--;;::::::-;;:;:=-::-~":';'-:-.l.._-_ 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste 01 
ReT Initials	 sposa 
~ This container/load meets the criteria for no 
added man-made radioactlvo malerial 
;=-, This contalnerlload meets the criteria for 
Ra.dcon Manual Table 4.2 release limits. 
• - Thls~I:~~erlload Is exempt from survey 
due".., LlIPCP~S knOWledge and origi'l 
SIGNATURE: . . ' ....:..,. DATt: -1h) 7 
SN-QS46 (10105) 
I 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 [8J 6 D 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5·7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON
 
(This form is for falloffs, dump trucks, and other onsitedisposa/ of materials.)
 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Burnison I Mike Floyd Phone Number: ....;5::..-.=.93=.;2=;8=-- _ 
Location I Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial I:8'J Industrial 
·Wast~·Typ;~···--·····~··NTS-····-----··-·-----·--·-···--··D--Put~~sc~;bie···----····---··---···-········-~-·FFACO:~~site············Er·WAC·E·xce·Pt·i;n··· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
:~:~~C@:?~:~~~~~~!~~~~~~I~ii?~i:~~~~~:~~:~):=:~=~~:~~i!i~~!~]:~:~~$:~~~~!::::::e:i::g~~~6~~~!.?i~~!~:::::::Eri~~::::::::=::::::::::: 
Pollution Prevention Category: (checkone) I:8'J Clean-Up 0 Routine 
:~~!~~~:~(~~~~~~!!~(~~~~j~~~~~~~~:~:::=:~:~~~~2f[~@~~~_~~~Y~1~==:~=::=~~:~:~:e.~Cf~~~.!~~:~~?~i~~~~Jr~~0j~~~:::==::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps. bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestosat the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
..•_. .P.et!:91~u~.hy!!!.Q9.~!j).9.Di_~£1••I!~hY..'_~D.~_9~Y..~.C2!:._. •..• __._ __•.. _.•.__._ _.._ ..__..__ _. 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks I unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood lE Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosforrn) 0 Cement & concrete 
g.._~.~.~_~fact~!<!!~~'!l.~~_(~.~~.'!.1P •.<;:.??I.~.r.~~.!~:~~!~!.~.'...r:~~~:.~~E..~.~..~.~~.::.~~?~~::.~~.~.P.?~~~!~!.!:'.'=§.~~~:~ _ _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
_~~-=~~~_.__~...~~~~~~~ ...___9 ~~~=~~~.~:.:J:~~~~~t S'!!.?_~~_~:~.~!~.~.~.:.~.~.~_~ ....__ -.-.-._.-.-- -.-.--._- _._.. __ C?:~_~~~~~,.y: ..... ..-.-....
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oillwater 
o Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
-Additi·on~I-;;ste-a~cep·ied-~t·ih~·A~e·~··6·Hyd~~~-;~b"O~·L;;ndfii~·······lJ···_········_·········_·_·······_-·· - - ...- ..- ----­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-tame plated oil filters 
o Plants 1:81 Soil 0 SlUdge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my
 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials.
 
Signature: 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological cI 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY 
,!stJ/tI? SIGNATURE: ~ 
Load Weight (net from~r~ LJ 1 l>'Y'. Signature of Certifier: 
NSTec 
Form 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION 
08/23/06 
Rev. 0 
Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 I;g] 6 0 9 [gj LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval. and/or assistance, contact SaNdWaste Operation (SWO) at 5·7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMA TlON 
(This form is for rolloffs, dump trucks, and other onsile disposaJ of materiaJs.) 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Burnison J Mike Floyd Phone Number: _5"--...:..9...:..32...:..8"-­ _ 
Location / Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site· Steam Jenny Discharge 
Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
Waste Category; (check one) 0 Commercial 0 Industrial 
-W~~te·Type:---·-·-·--@--NTS--···------------·-..···-----·tJ··F;~·t~~s~ribi~·-----···· ....···--·····-·····--~··FF·ACO:~nsite···········"Er·WAc:Ex~epti~~ .. 
(check one) 0 Non-Putresclble 0 Asbestos Containing Malerial 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
-p-~iiuiion-p~ev~~ti~;'c;i;;g~-~y:'(~h~~k-;~-~)"'f8j'-E~~i~n;;;entai'm'E;r"ag~~e;;i"'-"ErDefense'p'r~je~ts""'""EryMp············-···--
-p-~ii~t·lon·p~ev~;;-tion··categ-ory:-(~h;ck-;~-e·)-·T~fCiean~Up------·-----·-··---·-·---·-·-------er_Routine-----.--.----.. ----.-.-----------..---.---­ .. 
:~~~:~~~::~(~~~~~~~~!I~~!~~~:~~~~~~~~:::=::::~::~~i.!p.![~~I8_~~!y.~[~:::=::=:=::::JJ::~~~~~~~:Kn.~~!~~~~:]~Lf~6!~~~~:=:=:::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
--·-
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check afl allowable wastes that ere contained within this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel: lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
........._._..2~Jr2!~Hm..by.9!:~£~!bo!!!_f!l!Q et~yl~_'lEE._g\ySg.l.:._.... .. . . .__..... .__.. . . .__.._._.._. ._._ 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt 0 Metal 0 Wood 0 Soil 0 Rubber (excludinq tires) 0 Demoliflon debris 
o PlasUc 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 lnsulation (non-Asbestosform) 0 Cement & concrete 
.g_.~.~_~_~.!~ct~~~~_~~~.!!.'.~:..t~~~!!.'P...~:?.r::~~~.~_f~~~~_~re !...~~~_~~~.e~!-.-'~!.~_':t.r~12~~~.9.'::_e.~~~!1ts~~.~ E ~ et9.1. •. ._.__._. _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
.~.~~~:~~~~... .g_~~~~~!:. ~__~~~~~~~~.~I.:.~:~~~~:~_~.v.v..9..~~.~:~.~!~~_:_~.l~_~_~_~ ..__..9.~~~~~~:._-..­..­...-._­...-.__-..­...-._­.._­..­.._­..­__.-._­...-..­.._"'_". 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Oc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oillwater 
o Light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
·Addjti-~~;I·;,;·~·i;·;~~;p·ied-;tth;·A~;;-6-Hyd;~-~a~b(;nLa;dfiii-:---·--C:r-·-·---------·---···-··----·-··---------..---.....­ ...--..-------.­
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants I8l Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knOWledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materials that are allow..... i - ..,­ I 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified abOVE I I survey Rele8lle for waste 0 spa 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Manfilgement and I Radlol~~ ~a 
is approved for disposal in the landfill, ReT In Tha ~5 c;ontalnerlload meelslho cr t:rlol 
d radloacl1ve ma /I1A L .£/ I,", - added man-ma e e criteri
Print Name: -rI'f /".... r ptJ" ';b This contalnerltoad meets thl ase IImlb. 
c1 0 - ITable4.2reeJ .f? _ .....a... Rodeon Manua I exemptSignature: rrr:» , > Date: ..>""';""" ....../ This cantalnerl10ad sd e and origln. 
--'-. duetoprocess knowle 9Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological cle: -' DATE: 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." SIGNATURE: ~'-";-
SWO USE ONLY 1/3t/o7 -, 
000 ~ 
sa 
a fOI" 
fromsurvey 
It ria for no 
I j c. • 1 
- '" 
10SBN.o64S(10 j 
Load Weight (net from "'o~j;;;~ 4'/ Signature of Certifier: 
NSTec 08/23/06
 
Rev. 0
 I Form 
FRM·0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
I 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 ~ 6 0 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWD) at 5-7898.
 
REQUfRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION
 
(This form is for rallofts, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal ofmaterials.)
 
Waste Generator: Shaughn Bumison / Mike Floyd	 Phone Number: _5=--.;;:9.::3::.28=-- _ 
Location I Origin: CAU 536 (CAS 03-44-02) Area 3 Release Site - Steam Jenny Discharge 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial ~ Industrial
 
W~-;t~-iyp;~~~~·-~~·-"ErNTS···-~···--------~---------Erp~t~e~~~ibi~--·-----------~-·------··-·----~-~~-F·FACO-~~~siie~-~-·------EfwAC-E~~~ptio-~---
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
~poii~t-i-o~-Prev;ntion--CategorY:~(ct,~;;k-;~~)~-"~'''En;;i'~o~~eniai'~an~ag~rr;~~t'~~"'B"D~fe~se'p';oj;;ct;~""'-ci'~Y~MP-""""~-"'--'-~-' 
-P-ollut-i~nPre;;ntion·-C;ii;goj.Y:-(Ch;~k·~;:;-;)---~·-Ct;~~:'Up-"--'-'-'--'--"----"'--'----'-erRo~tin~-'------.. --.-----.--..----------.---..~ ..-.-..-.~ 
:~~~~~~:~f:~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~;.:f~~~E~~~:::::::::~::§:~~p.!~ ~ :~:!;6~!yi~~:= ::=:::::::::::~~~!.?~~~~~~~~~~~ ~]J::~9~!~~I~:::::::::::::. 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory
 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing).
 
Additional Prohibited Waste
 Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained Within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics: kerosene; asphaltic
 
._.__.._~. ..P.~~2!eu!nJ)Y.9!.9£'!!.:P_qf.!; •.9D.9..~.t!.1y_~<i!.I).~_g~y_~.9!:._._. ~ . . .. ~_. . . _
 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks! unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers
 
o Asphalt ~ Metal 0 Wood ~ Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 insulation (non-Asbestosform) ~ Cement & concrete 
.g__~~_':l.~_!~~tu!:.ed ~~!!.1_~; __\~_~!:~'!!.~._?_?_?~~!.~.~~~~~~~~L~~~~_C.~:E~!o._~~_? .t.':?-~~_~?_f.l:l_e~~~~~~_!:£'.§.~ .f!tc :L. __..~~_~.~._._._...._~.~ .._._._._.~.~~ . _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
E~~_~~~::~~~__ ._~ .._~_.~~~~~: .~ __ ~.~_~~~:.~~.~~:.~?~~~::~_~.v:9..~~.~:~.~!~~~~~_~_~_~._. ~~~~~!~-: .-_-__-_~_--__-_-_-_._-.-__-_.-.-__- _ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Oc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other	 Ground Tanks 
~Addit'i~~~l-w~-;t;~~~~Pt;d~~t'ih; A~~-;'-6'Hydr~'~~;b;;n L.-a;;dfi-li-;~~~~~·[r-··-·-····--·~·-----··~-·--·----------------------------
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants I8l Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUfRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
tnltlals: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knOWledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge. the waste described above contai ns only those materials that are allowed for disposal at this
 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above and a review of the above-mentioned
 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: f11lk ;::tl>.~i> ,.-=­
Signature: • Date: ,/Jo./o?­
~ , 
Note:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clei 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWOUSE ONLY /13 0/0'1 LoadWeight(netfro~o~'~0"0 Signature of Certifier: ~ 
-
NSTec 08J23/06
 
Form Rev. 0
 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2
 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 [E 9 [8 LANDFILL 
For waste characterization. approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at &-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION
 
(This form is lor rolloffs, dump trucks, and other onslie disposal 01materials.)
 
Waste Generator: lJ1(h etb~1J	 Phone Number: s= ?~~ '7 
Location I Origin: el'fq t".JC. e/J(" 0 '1 -9'V,,-o 1..-.:. 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial	 E¥ Industrial 
'wast~"Type':""""'-1!f"NTS-"""-""--"'-"'-""-····[r·pu·tr;;;;crjb·i~	 ..····trWAC'·E~~~Ptio;,;·"....··----..·-----···..--········i~f·FFACO~·C;~sit·e-····· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO·offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p~'I'iution'p;e~e~t'fon'categ'C;ry':"(~'h~~k'~~~)'--~"'En~i~or;~:;~rii~i'n~~~ag~'~~'~'i""'D'''6;ie'~~;'P~~Je~i~·-··--·trYMP··-"···'·'···"·-" 
-p;'ii~tj~'n-Pre~entTC;n'CategC;rY~-(;h~~k'~~~)"'i~rc'-e'~'r;~U'p""""''''-''''''''''''''''''-'-'-jj'''R~ui-i~~''''- - _..-_ __ . 
:~~!E:~~:~!::~E~~~~!!f~~~~}~~~:i~~~~f:?~~::::=::@:::~~:i~~=~:t~~~~~~:=: : : :::::=: :J~::~~~~~~~~~~~}~~~~]~1§~~~~~!~:: :::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills:	 levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
R£QUIR!=D: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load: 
NOTE:	 Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants. such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic
 
............._.P~J!.P.tf?Y.~.hl9.f9E~!P..?Q~_?-r.~:L~.tJ:li'J~D~_.9.1XEQL _ __._.. __ _ _ _._ _ __ _ __ .
 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~ Metal 0 Wood ~ Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosforrn). m Cement & concrete 
P..~~~.l:I!.~.~~~.~~~.~~..I!!~:J~~~!!I.P.~.?.9~~!.~:..~~.~~~~~~~,.!.l}.9.~.·..~~!-P.~!,.!:!~~!!!?~!.:_~~~E.?~.~~!~.~.~.I:'.§L.:~~:L _ . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos D Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity:	 _ 
-- -~ -	 _-_ _-- --oo __ _ ,._ .- _...,._ o. .. _ .. _ __ _ _ - __• __ • _ __ - __-_ __••• ...- -_ __ .. _ .. _ .. - -_ _ - ---­
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Dc landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Ligtlt ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 DeconnedUnderground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other	 Ground Tanks 
·Ad·diti~·r;;I·waite·a~'C';pted·;:it~;;·A~~a·6..Hyd·;~~a;b~"'·La~diiii;·······O ..· · ····..···-·---·····-···..·..··· - - -.-- . 
D Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) . 0 Crushed non-feme plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: _ (if initialed, no radiological clearance Is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Manag~ ....	 .., 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those mat 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified abo 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management an, 
is anproved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: /11"1 t PI~~D 
Signature: .~ ~ ...0..-".'--- .. Date: Y2$~7••_ --------­
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal 
ReT Initials 
This container/load meets the criteria for no 
added man-made radIoactive material 
__	 This container/load meets the criteria for 
Radcon Manua able 4.2 release limits. 
~ This contain oad ie exempt from survey 
due loNd knowledge and origin, 1/ 
SIGNATURE:, • DATE: },..s107 
BN-0646 (1Cl1;:1l5?) 
Note:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. Freon-contalninq apPliances) 
must have signed removal certification statement with load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY f/?r/ t 1 
Load Weight (net fro~r gstjm a1@): ~ "'" ''2n Signature of Certifier: • 
( -?) 
NSTec 
Form 
FRM-0918 
-­
NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION 
08/23/06 
Rev. 0 
Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA D 23 0 6 [B 9 [8 LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5- 7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON 
[This form is for rouotts, dump trucks, and other onsiie disposal of meterieis.} 
Waste Generator: /I!~k ptbtt'/} Phone Number: J':: t?d.l" 7' 
Location/Origin: el'le 5'..J~. c-« O"]-f"v-c:>l...-:. 
Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial ~ Industrial 
Wa~'te'Typ~':""'''''12f'NT'S'''---'''''''''-'--'''''''''''fj"p~'i;;~;rib'i~"'''''''''''''''-'''''''''''''''8''FFACO~(;nsi-le·....·······tj··V;iAC:·E~~~pii~;~··· 
(check ono) 0 Non-Putresclole 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p~i'juti~-';"p;;~~~ti'o~'C~t~~;o~y-:'(~h;~k'-~~;;)"'gf'Eii'~i~~'~'meiiiaTnia~ag;mE;ni""'Er'D~f;iisep~~ject~"''''·Ef·yMp····· ·······..·· 
................_ ~ _•••••_ -­ -­ Fii'\' ••- --­ -­ -••••••­ - -­ --­ .. 
Pollution Prevention Category: (check one) lC:J Clean-Up 0 Routine 
:~!!~:?:~:~J.:~~~~~~~~!~!~~~~~~:5~~!~~~~~~1~::::~:::~:::§~~Ej!~i~~~~~Ii-~!~: : : ~ :=: ::: :: =~ : :~~~~~~~~~: B:~£;0~~~iJ~L§~i.(i~i~:::::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste: Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes fllat are contained witl1in this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene. lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
._ p..~.t!.~~.~.~.hY.~~2E~!.'?~rr~~!!!t~!.l)Y.J~D.~ ..9lY..921:._ _ _ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfiH: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~ Metal 0 Wood ~ Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) ~ Cement & concrete 
_g..~~~~!~.9..~~!.~9..~!~~?:J~~~~e ..~~~~~.~!.!.~E~~!~~~,.!.~ll. ~~ _<?~Ee~! : . ~! ~~!!.? r:!~.~~~p..? ~_~~~., _~!:~.!:~~J .. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: __ 
.. "_._'''-''' --­ - ,,"'--­ - -_ _­ --""­..-­ --.. - ------_ --­ _ - -_ ---­ _--- ­ -.­ _----­ -­.'----.-.•_-"' ~ --­ -------_..-­-­ _.-­ - - ­ -----­ -'-~.. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
·Additj~n;i·;~;t_e··~·~·~epteti·at·th;-A·rea·6·-Hydro;;a·rb~n"Lan·dfiij:·······O..· _..·..· ···..·--·····-··· ····­ - - . 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-tame plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necesaary.) 
I- reon-contammq appucllllit::::. 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managem~-' 1\."", ((',/lIMA \ " ...<1 fn thp hp.!';t of mv 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best or my knowledpe, the waste described above contains only those mater 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above 
prohibited and allowable waste Items. I have contacted Property Management and I 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: /IV) t. PloyO ' I 
Signature: ~ _ ~ -_. ­ ......-------­ Date: '/2-) ,,7 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
Radiological Survey Relea&o for Waste Dlspo$a1 
ReT Initials. 
__ This container/load meets the criteria for no 
added man-made radioactive materIal
 
__ This contalnerlload meets the criterIa for
 
Rodcon Manu~'Ie 4.2 release limits•
T
 
..........:.... -ThIs cOlltaI~r'J ~ ,,, exempt from survey
 
due to " ...~. ~ owledgo and ongin.
 
SIGNATUREy... .' . DATE:'ft ,../.., 
8N·0646 (10/05) 
, 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 G3 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMA TION 
(This form is far rol/affs. dump trucks, and other onsiie disposal ofmaterials.) 
Wasle Generator: /IJ"k I??o~/J	 Phone Number: S=?~$'" 
Location / Origin: (J,4q (}.;t. {!./J(' O"1-~Y_c-1-: 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial	 g'lndustrial 
W~~teTyp~·:··········[!r-NTS··········-············-·······tj"--P~tie;~ribi~··--·····--·--·····--·-····--····B··FFA·CO:·~~·S-it·~·---····---O·"WAC··E~~~pli~n-· 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO·offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p'c;i'i~ti~';'P;ev~~tj-on-categ'o~y':"i~~~k'~~-~i"-~"-E~~i~~nm~-~iai-n;anage;;;~'ni"'-'D-"De-fe-~'~;;'p~~je'~t~·-····-O···YMp..· ···..·····-··..·· 
..••••••_._•••••_--••_--_ - j=jif..- _ ••••••.••••••-- •••••••••_-•••••••••__••••••----••••••-•••••__••• __._._••••••••••_ _ _ ••••••••••.•- . 
Pollution Prevention Category: (checkone) t::J Clean-Up	 0 Routine 
~~~!~:?~~~!:~~~r.;~!~!~~~~~~~S~~~~~~~~l~:~:::::~:=~a~ii~~~~~ l~~:=:::=::::::~::~:: : : : ::: ::~E~ ]~::::::::::=: ~pI ! : : T¥~ fiE~~;~:~~~~~~~~ g : ~~~
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liqulds, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills:	 levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U1DC Landfill:' Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes thei are contained witllin this load: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene. lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
__..•....__..P~~!.9.L~.Y.rrL~y.~!:.qE~!_!?9.~~.?Q~.£!D.Y.!£!}~..9J.Y.~~!: ..•_....•..._.•_ __....•.__ __..•... ••..•.......•_........•.....•....•._.__ _..•.•_•.•...__.._ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~ Metal 0 Wood ~ Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) ~ Cement & concrete 
.g..~~~.~.f~E~.r::~.~!~~~.~~~~~P._~95?!~!.~:.!~.~~~~~~~!.!.~.~~_~E~!.P.~~:.~!~~!~9D.!~.~~T.E.'!~:'l.~!~_:.~..':§L~.~~J. .._.._ _ _ _ _ __ . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: 
...._ _ __ __ _ __ _ __..........•.._- __ - -._ _.- _- - ---...•._.....•._.......•.......-...•.- -..-..- -----..--.--._--..-..-._---.--..-_..- .
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-triable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contac.t SWO) 0 Other	 Ground Tanks 
·Ad-diii~·,:;~i-w;st;·ac·~;;pte·d·~t·t·h;·p:r;a·6··Hyd·~~~a·~bo·;iand·iiii:·······cr···- -.-.--.- --- - -- - -- - --.. 
o Septic slUdge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 SoH 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managerr--' 11.-- ,,..>a',,.,, \ __ .. _ 4'-_ t. -_. -" -"..1 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials.	 Radiological Survey Release for WasteDisposal 
ReT Inlllais 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those mater __ This eontalnerlloadmeets the criteria for no 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified abovr added man-made radioactivematerial 
prohIbited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and I __ This container/loadmeets the criteria for 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. RadconManualT e 4.2 releaselimits. 
f _ _ ;hls con~.H/1 Is exempt from survey 
Print Name: /IV) '" pIt1'tD· due to j>t'OPf8Jr owledge andorigin. 
Signature: _~ . " _ _ ')	 Date; 1 1!"'o7 SIGNATURE;.... _~ _ ,PATE: t/.. G? 
_	 _ -Y~ BN·0t\46 (10/05) 
Nole:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. Freon-containing appliances / 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY 1/.?5/t1 
Load Weight (net froAr~> II 2 co Signature of Certifier:.... 
--
--
(j)
 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 06 [lj9 [gJ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-789R 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR lNFORMA TlON
 
(This Iorm is for ro/loffs, dump trucks, and other onsit» disposal of materials.)
 
Wasle Generator: !?tk !??-iPy.o Phone Number: ·?C~r'1
 
Location / Origin: CJ(; (J t4,.<" o..?- yy-oe.
e"~ 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial	 f"S: Industrial 
...... ~ _.~_....·_M....w_~_ ... ~W. _____....... _ ....·w,", .. ................... _ ................... __...........'_ .............. M."._ ........... .., __ ............_____.'_ .' ... _._.._ ........... _.....___ .. __.•••__ ..___ ..._ ..........._...... __,_~......... _......... _ .................. ____ ................ ____................__ .... ____................ _ .....w."
,w	 ..
Waste Type: !3-NTS 0 Putrescrible [;iY FFACO-onsite 0 WAC Exception 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsile 0 Historic DOE/NV 
~~~E~!~~:~~~~~~~~_~(~~~~~!~~:~~Y.~:(~h~9.~~~~i::::~:§~~E: [ [:~~~~~~~~~C::: : ~~!~:::::::: : ::~~~ ::::: :: : : ::: ::: :::::~i.~ ~ : I:~L§~!~~~:~=~!PL g :: 
Pollution Prevention Category: (check one) ~ Clean-Up 0 Routine	 .
.___ ........."..........."'...........__..........__......._a-_..~_._ ......_................... _,___............___..'...... .. ... ~_ ...................____........... ____',.,_ ..~"._·_. ____....."____1._...........____..,._................_••___..,.......,. ............._,. .........._...._____._"'.• ,, __........... _____ ............._._­~ ~
.~~~~.~~.~!.E~~.~~5:~~~!:~~!.?~:.£~~~.~_~_?~:l ..____..!t.?~_r::p..I~!]~.~_~~.~JY..~!~._.._........__ ._~.~!~::.~.~_~!S.~ ?-~J~.~[~.J:L .g_?E1.!~~!~.... __...._...
 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste): and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U1DC Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check elf aflowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come inlo contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics: kerosene; asphaltic 
.._.__.____...p.!?}.~9.t~.~~.~y.9r~~p.rp_~!}(.~!!9.~mY}~n~. !JJy.~9.!: ...__.__..____ ........__......_.._._____..._._--..._.._._.._._....___._..._._._._._.... __............._.._...-.-.•..._.....-­
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
0 Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood [i;il: Soil 0 RUbb~r (exclUding tires) 0 Demolition, debris 
0 Plastic o Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) .~ Cement & concrete 
X::;L~~~.~!~_~y.~.~~~.!!~~~j~~~!~P_.~?~~~!.~:.!.!!.~~~!~~~:_[.~.~~.~ _~.~EP.~!:_::! ::~!~.~_0!.':_~~~p.~.':..~.':..!~~.~!:§ !_.~.t.?:L...._..••__.____... ___.•___.•.....____..___.___. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: 
~~.~·~~ ______ ~._. ~_	 ~_.... ,.. .. _.__,._...___.. ..__...._4 .. ·__•·•.••.• _._......_____._.. _____.......___............__•• .._ ....___._ .................___."........... _ ... __......... _ ..__..." .........._ .. '....___ ....... _ ....___._... _ .................._.__._....~... ' .. ____ •• __............... _ ..............._~___ ... __ • __~ __
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Dc Landfill:
 
0 Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water
 
0 Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above
 
0 Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Olher Ground Tanks
 
-Addith;n~I-;~~t;-·~·~;;ept~~:T;tt-h_;;-Ar;~·6·Hyd;~~arb~·~·i~~diiii~-··--··[l-·---·-··--··-··-·-·-····_--··-··-·.----......--..---..,.--..-..---...--_..-..--..-­•.•
0 Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-leme plated oil filters
 
0 Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if Initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outslde of a Controlled Waste Manager--+ A___ ''''A'~",,' --"' +- .... - h~_+~;~ .. 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those mate 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified abo, 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and 
is approved for disposal in the landfill. 
Print Name: Ih,~ Fw»/J 
Signature: Date: ArB-
Radiological SurveyRelease for Wasta Disposal 
ReT Initials 
--
This contalner/load meetsthe criteria for no 
added man-made radioactive material 
--
This contalnerlloadmeetsthe criteria for 
Radcon Manual Table4.2 release limits. 
__ This contalner/~d Is exemptfrom sUNe y 
due to process wledge and origin. ,k 
SIGNATURE: ______ _. . ~ DATE: '4 
BN-01l411 (10105) 
.­Note:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance./Freon-containing appliances 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
.- , 
--- • 
.. 
SWO USE ONLY 
I /-z.If· /(;'1 
Load Weight (net fro~r estimete,: muoo Signature of Certifieq. 
'-,.-....­
__
---------
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev, 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFJLL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 1K19 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, andlor assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5·7898, 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON
 
(This form is for rolloffs, dump trucks, and other onsile disposal of meterisls.)
 
Waste Generator: ~~ O<!;f,o Phone Number: 'vc:dr1 
location / Origin: e,-?ct.. '-Jt. (J~ ,,<'" »s-YY~oz. 
Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial ~ Industrial 
'W~~te'Typ'e':"""--'~'NT'S"""""""-""'-""'-""Ej"p'~tie~'~'iib'ie""""""""""-'-"-"""~'FFACO~o;;'~it;""""""[r'WAC'Exc~ptio~'" 
(check one} 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO·offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
·poi·iutio'npreve;;tj-o~·Caiego~Y·:·(Zh;~k·~~~)····[g.'·En~i~o'I;'~'e~iiai'n;a~ag~~'e'nT""r:I"6ef;n'~;Proj~~t~·······O···YMp··-················· 
-po·iiuiion·preve;;ti~n·C~i;g·~~y:..(·;h~~k··~~~}···15f·ci;;~:up··~········_··············..········Er··Ro·ui·in~ _ _ _ . 
-Method·~f·C·h·~·~~cte;~i~ati~~:·(~h;~k-;~~)········"tfr-sa~pl·ing·&·A;;i1iysis·-·-··············IZ·Pro·~e·~;·K;;~:;ied·g;··tTCo·r;t~~i~······---····· 
~ ~._-.0 __ _ "'.. .., * __ _ <-__ __ __ _ .. __ _ _ .. _ .. :,. _ _.. _ _ __ .. ._ __.., '. .' ... 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste): and Friable asbestos 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Chect: all allowable wastes thet are contained wilhin this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene: asphaltic 
.........._ p.~.t!.9l~~J!l._~y.gr9E§!.t:>.q1J.~.?-D~_~~.~yJ~!J~..gJYf9!, _ _ _._ _ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood ~ So;1 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Clolh 0 Insulaiion (non-Asbestosforrn) ~ Cement & concrete 
JJ..~~~~!.~.~!~.~~.9..!!~!!l~:.S.~~~~~e.~~~!~!.~!.!.~.~~~~~~! ..".!;l.~~.,.E~.~P.~!!.~!~~!.".~.'.1}~~~~p..~.r:t.~.r:t.!~:.e.':§!..~.~~:l. _._._ . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
.9_~.~~~.~.t~.~ ~..:.~~~.~~~ g ~~_~.~~~~~~:~..\:~.~.:~.:.:.~~~.!!.:.=~~~~~~~.~~~~? _.::~:~~:~.~._ _..______.. .. ....-____.... ..--..-..--..- . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Dc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
.......................-_............•..................-.._ _......... . - ,.•....-.' '0' "'-""'" - ""'" "-'" , .
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill: 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management' 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materials 
site. {have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above an. 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and havl 
is approved for disposal In the landfill. 
Print Name: I}z -4. F'LRyil 
Date: :/2-'1;;' 
Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
PCBs below 50 parts per million 
... - .....,.,......... • - .•. r .....
 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal 
ReT Initials 
This contalner/load meets the criteria for no 
-- added man-made radloactlve matetlal 
__ ThIs container/load meets the crltoria for 
RadconManual Table 4.2 release limits. 
This contalner/load Is exempt from survey 
.r---- due to_QfoG/il'Sfj.knowledge end origin. 
SIGNATUR9. _ _ ~ DATE: t ~ ~ 
aN-0646 (1010: 
Freon-contalrnnq appliances 
\ I 
11"2~){)'1 
Signature of Certifier. 
----
(3J
 
NSTec 08/23/06
 
Form Rev. 0
 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2
 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 023 06 ~9 LANDFILL~ 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMATION 
{This torm is for rolloffs, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal ofmeteriois.) 
Waste Generator: ~k &br/:) Phone Number: 'vcd r 1
 
Location / Origin: e4ec.. CJ~ Crt- /<'" e.r- ytr-oz-

Waste Category: (checkone) 0 Commercial ~ Industrial 
~,--- ~-.................. ~ ....~_ ..---....~ .. ~ ...- .............-_ ..-...... ~-_ ........-_...........................~ .. --- .................._.................. _- ......... _..-.... -- .......---.._.....---.. -- ............. -_..---- ...... -_.- ....................._.,. .........._- .... --_........ ~ --_ ..----_ .... -- ......---.......~._ ...~----........._-_... -.....-.....
 
Waste Type: [!j-NTS 0 Putrescrlble ctr'FFACO·onsite 0 WAC Exception
 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
:~~JJ:~!L~~~!.~~~~~~~:~~~~~:~fy.3:i~~~9E~~~~::~~§~~~~:~:~~~~[:t.!i~~~~~~:~:~f:::::i~[g~y.~~:~:~:E~9}~~~~::::=::Q:Y~~::::==::::::::::::: 
.~~~!~~!~!.I_.~~~~~~J.~~_~~~!g?~y.':_~?_~~~~."?!2;! ..g.._~<;!.~.~.~~..._ .......•.........-......... .......J~t_~!~.':l.~~~.e._..........._._.................._ ....._._.........._ - _

.~!!~':>.~.~!.~.~.~.~~~!~.~!~~~.~~:J:~~~.~.?~~L.._.J:~t.§~_f!.lP..I!~.!L~.~~~~¥.~~ ....._.._.......J~f..':.!.~.~!:.~~.~~~~I.~.?_~.~ ..Q._.~.?_~.~~~~? ......_.....
 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regUlatory
 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing).
 
Additional Prohibited Waste
 Sewage Sludge. Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES 
Check all allowable wastes tllaf are contained wit/lin tills ioad: 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene: asphaltic
 
..............J?~!!.C?-l~.~~.hy.£f.2E~!.!?C?DL?_I!~.~!hy.l~D~ ..9JYE2!:.........................•...............__..........._..•...........•............._............_............................
 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers
 
0 Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood [g Soil 0 RUbb~r (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris
 
0 Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) @ Cement & concrete
 
.g..~~D.~!!.l.~.~~!~~.~~~_~~;J~~~!!"!P..~9!?l~!.~:.!~!-~l~~~.!:~. L~.~.:;.,.E~~P.~!!.~!~E!~~~!.~.~~~P..~!.I.':~~:~.~!:§~.!:~9.................................................
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: 
~  _-_.~ -.....__ .........._ ...___ ..... _ ... ___.... M .......___.........,.. ......____............__••_ ....____..._'...... __ .... _.___ ._ • ., ....... " __.. __ .........__....__.... _____......_____ ......._ .._____ .. ______..__ ...._._...__....__"'.."'.. ____._.._'....._ ...'_.' .. _ ......... _ .. ", __ "", ___ .... _ .... coo ........--_..... ......
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Oc Landfill: 
0 Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water
 
0 Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above
 
0 Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks
 
....._.........-......_.-............................._..................................._.....,--..........-.·..0·.....····'.-......................,.......... 'C
- •••••••••••••••••, "'" .0.·.'••••••••••.•••. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill:
 
0 Septic sludge q Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-terne plated oil filters
 
0 Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNATURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managemer
 
Radiological SUlVey Release for Waste Dispo
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. sal ReT Initials 
--
This container/toad meetsthe criteria for no To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those material 
added man-made radloacllvomaterialsite. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
--
This container/load moetsthe crltorla forprohlblted and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha 
..Rlldcon Manual able4.2 release lImlts.is approved for disposal ill the landfill. 
.....-.-
This container oad 15exemptfrom sulVay
due t..- ...~. knowledge andorigin.
Print Name: Ih~ ~?Pk1J SIGNATURE: ~ _ 
-
DATE: ) 
'. ,Signature: . . Date: 16~/;'7 BN·06 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. Freon-containinq appliances
 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification."
 
, ,
. 
-' SWO USEQNLY /!zrf!C'1 
Load Weight (net fro~r •• ,. t I ); ~IC)t:::::C) Signature of Certifier: t- ~ 
--_....._..._-_._---_.__._-----------_._----_._-----_.-_.._.. -_.._---_.------­
08/23/06 
Rev. 0 
NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
AREA 023 06 ~9 ~ LANDFILL 
NSTec
Form 
FRM~0918 
SWO USE (Select One) 
Waste Generator: 
Location / Origin: 
Waste Category: (checkone) 
~ .~..... ___ ............__ .. _._ ..........
Waste Type: 
(check one) 
Pollution Prevention Category: (check one) 
.._--.........._...........-- ....... 
For waste cherectetizetion, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON 
(This form is for rolJoffs, dump trucks, and other onsile disposal ofmaterials.) 
~k·&~Y.o Phone Number: 'vctf r 1 
e a« ~-Jt. C1.14r »r-yY~CZ-
0 Commercial	 ~ Industrial 
__.....____.. ........ M __............. ___........ _ .. ____........... ____ ......' ......_ ...___._ ............._____..............____ ................. _________.... _ .......__.......__ • __..__......._. ___..................... ________ ......... _ ......._______ ......._ .......... _ ......__.....__ ................
~ 
0-NTS 0 Putrescrible !A1"FFACO·onsite 0 WAC Exception 
D Non-Putrescible D Asbestos Containing Material D FFACO-offsite D Historic DOE/NV 
:~~)I~!~~!.i~~~~y.!~~~~~~~~~:~~i~~~~~:~~!l=::~~~~:~~~:~~~~ i:~~~~ii~~:~~l:::::g:::~~!~~~:~::~i.?J!?:~~:::::::Q~y:~::::=:::::: ::::=::: 
~ Clean-Up 0 Routine	 . 
~ .............-..-........_--.._....._-...............--.........._--......,...............--......,..............._..-........ " ....._----.......... -..... ~--_ ..........._......_-----........................ __ ....._-...-.........._-.-.....-._-..........................------_..-.................... __ ..-.......-­
Method of Characterization: (check one) liE}- Sampling & Analysis I:!:: Process Knowledge 0 Contents 
..... _........."'....---_.......-........................-........._----........----.._.._......--_ ..__......................_--_........................_;....~.........._--............""...... .. _....,... "'......_--......................""... ~ .......... ~- ...................---"---_ ..... _,.,,......__ .._---~-_ .._- ..----_.........-•._-_.-.....­~-
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste): and Friable asbestos
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes tnet are contained within this load:
 
NOTE:	 Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead): jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic
 
.-......-__ ._.P._<:EI~tt?~~.hy.Q~!?!?~£~9.[I.;..?!'!Q_~~.IJ.y]~D.E: ..9JY.fQL___.__.....________.___.._._........_..._.•___..__......______._._.._______________......____________....--.-..----•.. 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
0 Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood 1M Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
0 Plastic DWire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestosform) ~ Cement & concrete 
o Manufactured items: (swamp coolers, furniture, rugs, carpet, electronic components, PPE, etc.)
...._...........-......-._".._-_.........,.---......._...-_................_-~ .......~.--_ .............~~ .......-...................~......_._-_....,.....-_ .._......_...........-....---...................... ~ ..-......-.._....-..................._----........._......._..........-_..----_........-.....................-......_-............... 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 FoodWasle D Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos D Friable D Non-Friable (contact SWO ifregulated load) Quantity: 
.......... _--_ ........._.........._.._- ...... --~------"' ......... --- ..........._---........_-----_.........__........-............._--_................_..__ ............._--_...................._......._--.......-................._-_.__................._-- ...----_...........................--_.. _--- ..--..... ,,_................... -........ _-­
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
0 Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles D Solid fractions from sand/oil/water
 
0 Light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) D Deconned Underground and Above
 
D Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks

.--..."--.'.---...-.--.---...-..-.......-.-".'" ......-----.,.--_.---..--.....---------.-..--.--.'··-----··cr-- .--_....-...--------.-...-....---.---.--...-.....--.--.----"'" .-.--.,-'-.---------.
 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill:
 
0 Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters
 
0 Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators D PCBs below 50 parts per million
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managem 
knowledqa, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those materi
 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above
 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and h
 
Is approved for disposal in the landfill.
 
Print Name: 1J1,{.. F"/,RftJ 
Signature:	 Date:~ 
--	
Arb 
• - ¥ -~. , 
Radiological Survey Release for waste Dispose 
ReT Initials 
--
This contalnerlloadmoetsthe criteria foroo 
added man-made radioactivematerial 
--
This container/load mootstho criteria for 
Radcon Mimual Table 4.2 release limits 
This contal~~dII> exemptfrom survey
'"'-­ duo to ~'}. . nowledge and orlgln. 
SIGNATURE: DATE: J. Yi~ 
6 (10/05)6"1-004 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance Freo~ontajning appliances 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." •
..... ..---­
SWO USE ONLY //zl/-'I /)1 
Load Weight (net fr~or ~):qt'2TLfOO Signature of Certifier: ___ ..\..........< '---.
 
_. 
..	 . , ­
,	 '-
~
-
__ __ _ 
NSTec 08123106 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA D 23 D 6 [lj 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, appro vat, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898. 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMA TlON
 
(This iotm is tor fol/offs, dump trucks, and allier onsile disposal of materials.)
 
Waste Generator: 111,J.e ;&-to'J'/) Phone Number: --,=---~...;;..-",--..;......---
Location / Origin: el'le ~.Jc, e/Jr 0'1 -Yv_o- L.­
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial e¥Industrial 
'W~ste·Typ~~···"·····Eit··NT·S···'''·''·'''·''····'········''[:f'p~i'~~~~~ibi~"'--""''''''''''''''''''--''''i~r'FF;o:CO:o';-;~-it·;;..·········tJ'··WAC"E~~epiio~-" 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO·offsile 0 Historic DOE/NV 
·p~'ii~ti~·n"p~e;~~tio~·Cai;g·o;.y~"i~'h;~k·~·~;i···T?rE~~i~o'n'~e'niai'n~an~gem;n'i'''''Ef'Def~'ns'e'prOjecis'''-''.tJ·.yMp.- ..·----····..·
..............................................................................iP\' . 
Pollution Prevention Category: (checkone) 0 clean-Up 0 Routine 
~~~!~~~~~~:~:~~~~!!~~~~~!~~~~:5~~~~F.:~~~:i~~:~:::::~:::~~~pj!!i~:~:~~(~~j~::::::~~:~~~:~~~::~}i~:~~~~:!5:~~~(~~~~:JJ::~i~I~~!~~::: :~:~: ::: :: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste: Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles. sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
at the Area 9 U1DC Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
..._ J?~!!:9.t~.~~_~Y~r2f~!.I?9.'l~.~!}!L~t~yJ~n~J1J)lfQ!: _ 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill; 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~ Metal 0 Wood 12!1 Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestostorrn) J.& Cement & concrete 
o Manufactured Items: (swamp coolers, furniture, rugs, carpet, electronic components, PPE, etc.) 
·A~~idlti~;;;i·y;a-;;t;·;~~;pt;·d-;t·t·h;·A·;~;·23..Ni;~~~;y-c~;;dfiii·:·· ..···Eroffi~~·w~~I~···· ..Ej'-F~·~·~iw~~i~·····trA;~i~~j·c~~.~~;;;~-" 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity: _ 
_ .. a·. ~ .. _ •• __.. _ '"' _.._ _ .. _ _ _ .. _ __ .. __.__ ,.. _ "' .. _.n __ _ "'" _ _~ ~ ~ ~ -.._~ ~ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contactSWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
·Addit.i~·n;i·;;~st~··~·;;~;pt~·d·~t·tt;;·;;:;~~·6··Hyd;~~~;b~·~··L~~·diiii~·:lJ···..···.._· ·······..· ······ .. 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oilfwater separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Management Area (CWMA) and to the best of my 
knOWledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knOWledge, the waste described above contains only those materia 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above a 
prohibited and allowable waste items, I have contacted Property Management and ha 
is approved for disposal I" the landfill. 
Print Name: ffiJ t Pi~yO ~ I I 
• • ~ Date1Signature: _ ~ _ ,j/o'l 
Note: "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clee 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY ;!-z<jc'1 
Signature of Certifier.4....Load Weight (net froQ>re~til'f\eler:t:2f" '6C>D 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste Disposal 
RCT Initials 
This contalnerltoad meets the criteria for no 
added man-made radioactive material 
__ This contalnerflo"d meets the criteria for 
Radcon Manu ..lltable 4.2 release limits. 
_ This cont.!!Ip..,{..oad Is exempt from survey 
due 10orat"p6s knOWledge and origin. 
SIGNATURE~ DATE: 
if' BH-<l646 (111/05) 
,I
 
NSTec	 L 
Form /// " 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION ~age 1 L 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 Ga· 9 lJ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance, contact Solid Waste Operation (sWO) at 5-7898, 
REQUIRED; WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON
 
(This form is for rolloffs, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal of materials.)
 
Waste Generator: /J11 t< /''?-OY /:)	 Phone Number: J-=-c; ? r? 
Location / Origin: (-/qU S-JC-- C/I J D J -Y'v-o 2 
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial	 g Industrial 
'W~~te"Typ;':-""""~~'NT'S""""""""'"''''''··....Er·p·ui;~s~·ribi~· ..···························..~· ..FFACO~6risit'e''''''-'''''O'WAC''Exc~pi;~~'--
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescibls 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO·offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p(;iiutlo'ri"'P.-e-;;ntion'cateiioj.Y~(~h~ct··;~e)··"@"··En~r~n-';:;~~i~l·m~nag~m·e·rii·····[r..6~f~n·se·Pr~j~ct~·······[r·yr;Xp ..····--········· . 
'p~Ti~ti~'n-Pre~e-ntiO~'Cat;goiY~"i~h~~k'~~e)"'i~rci~a'~':Ljp··_ ·················· ··..-O·..R~·~ti~~···_ ..····· . 
:~!~~~~=~.£~:~~a~.~.~I~!l?~~~I~~~~~:~~~l::::=::~::~~:~~)]~~::~:~:~:~~y~~:=:::::=:=:::::j~f:~~:~~~:~~~~~~:~~::Q::§~~~~!~:::::::::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills:	 levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing), 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos 
at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUJRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Cl1eck al/ allowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or 
coolants, such as; gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic 
.......__ p~~ll?~£!!.hY-~~Q9?!.9.~'!~~!'!2.~t~yl~n~..9Jx£9l:.. _ __ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks I unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt R.1 Metal 0 Wood 1:5 Soil 0 Rubber (exclUding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 lnsulaiion (non-Asbestosform) 9 Cement & concrete 
.g..~~.~~!ac.~~!.~~.l~~~:.S~'IY.~!:!!p..~~~!~!.~.! ..f.~.~~l!~~ ~:_!.~.~~.~E~EP.~~~.~i!:~!!.'?~~.~~P..9.r.'..~12!~.~ .~!:'.§,_~.~~J ~ _ __ . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
.~.~.~~.:.:~~.:_ ~.!.:.~~~~: _ _..~ ~~.~.~~:~~~~=.~~.~.~.:~.:~.~'!!9 ..j!.:.:~~~:::~.~~:~~ ~.~.~.~.~~~~.~.::.-..--..-_--..-..--..-..--..--..--..-..- .. 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U1Dc Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and mililary vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sandfoillwater 
OUght ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other	 _ Ground Tanks 
·Ad·ditio·.:;~i·~~;t~·~·~·c;;pi~·d·;t·ih·;·A~~;·6-Hyd·~~~~;bon..L~~diiii~--····D······--··_·········· ..··_··--····	 . 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-terns plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERA TOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Manage,.."". 4r"'''' Ir'"Ul/AIlA \ -_.. "_ ... - '---' _L ..... 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials. 
To the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those mate: 
site, I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified abov 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and 
is approved for disposal In the landfill. 
Print Name: /71-~ ;-('~_	 _.. =/}"...,/•.-~.--
.. 
Signature:	 Date: I ;'O/t7"l
- - - -	 i J 
RadiologIcal SurveyRelease for WasteDisposal 
ReT Inltlale 
This contalnerlloadmeets the Qrlterla for no 
--	added man-made TadJoactive material 
__	 This container/load meets the criteria for 
Rudeon Manual TablgA.2 release limits. 
This contalnerflo..lII"I'iJ exemptfrom lIurvey 
--	due 10 pro"~- ..rtowledge and origin. 
SIGNATURE: _ . _ ~E: IA '6 
BN-G&46 1Of05j 
Note:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance Freon-containing appliances 
must have signed removal certification statement with Load Verification." 
SWO USE ONLY tl3t lO7 
Load Weight (net froA eitil11ste,.ICl ~ Signature of Certifier: _ 
(!fJ
 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. 0 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFILL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 ~ 9 [g1 LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, andlorassistance. contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERATOR INFORMA nON
 
(This form is for mlloffs, dump trucks, and other onsile disposal of materials.)
 
Waste Generator: /l't;k &~f.o	 Phone Number: .~t::t:'51 
Location / Origin: e,-Jt:e.. rJ~ C!,f!.,.<f' 4>1'- yY~OZ-
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial ~ Industrial 
W~;t;;-Typ~~,ww_w-"g-NTS-w",w,---""",w""""",,,,D"Put';;;~rib'i;-w-"""""",-,w"""w,w,,-wi~FFFACO~wori;Tt~---",w,w"'[rWAC'E~c~Ptio~'" 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACOwoffsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
-p~i-futi~-~-p;e~~~ti~~'C;teg~ryW;w(~h~~k-~~;)-'--~'En~i~;'~'~~;'iai'~anageme'ri'i""wErwoe~fe~'sw;'p~oje~i~--·--··Ej""yMp····· ·w.w----­
·p;·I·iutio·~··p~;~;iit"i-o~WC;teg·o~y·:(~h;~k··;~~)···l~rCiea-r;:Up- ..ww.ww w.w w· ..··-·······..·Er·R~uti;~. __._ w w._..__ w.w..w..w.w~_ . 
·M;;thwo·d·-;iwCh·;~act~.~jzat.iown~w(Ch~~.k.~;;;) :~FS~m·Pling·&-A·~·~ly-s\s-·w -.-- www·liE·p~o·~e;~·K;;~;led-g; ..ti.-C~-ri-ie~is -.­
...._- '" ~- ~ -- ~_ .. « ••- _----~.- - ---,.. -- ---'"~_ ---_._ __._- _ - ~ - - ' _._-_ ----_ ~ -~ ~,~ ~ _-~----_ ~ ~ - _._-.. ~ ~ _ -- - _----- ---- - .. - -_ _­
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory
 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing).
 
Additional Prohibited Waste
 Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, WeI garbage (food waste): and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes that are contained within this load:
 
NOTE: Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants. such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics; kerosene; asphaltic
 
__ _.w..P.~.t.!:Q~_~rr!.hY.~~g£.~!.'?on~.~~~.~!w~yl~n!}.gJYf2L. __ _www. w.._ w.w.w ._..w.w __ w.w._ w.ww ._ ww.w _ __ w. 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks/ unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood 1M Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition. debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulation (non-Asbestostorrn) ~ Cement & concrete 
o Manufactured items: (swamp coolers, furniture, rugs, carpet, electronic components, PPE. etc.) 
......__..__.."' _-- " -..- _..- _ _ - " " _--_ _ --- _ - _-_ ---" - ---..----- " ------.- " -..-------..-..- -.-..--- - -- ...~ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landflll: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
o Asbestos 0 Friable 0 Non-Friable (contact SWO if regulated load) Quantity:	 _ 
-~	 ~- - - ""~ __ --_.._..~ -.- _ .,."' _ _ - _- ".---~_ _----- -_ --~ -_.._- _ _ -.•._- _ _ -~ ---_._..-_._._ _-- _.•.__ - _-_ _ - " .. 
Additional waste accepted atthe Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-friable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contactSWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas & diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
-A~~jditi~·~ai·;;;;i:;;~~;;pt~·dW;t·t·h·;;·A-~~;·6··Hyd~;~;~b~-~-·L~~d-iiii~···-w-l:r--··w -.-..w w.ww._ ww __ ·_··..__ ·······w - . 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-terne plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oil/water separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (if initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managemell' RadlolQglcal Survey Release for Wasta Disposal knowledqe, does not contain radiological materials. 
ReT Initials 
This contalnerlload meets the criteria for noTo the best of my knowledge, the waste described above contains only those rnaterials 
added man-made radioactive matarial 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method Identified above an This contalnerfload me(lts the criteria for prohibited and allowable waste items. rhave contacted Property Management and haY Radcon Manual Table 4.2 release limits. 
is approved for disposal In the landfill. .~Thls container/load is exempt from survey 
due to Ol:$C~l¥~owledge and origin. 
Print Name: /lJ, {.. FW»;J 
SIGNATURE: > ~ _ DATE: t/zlh 
Signature: _ __ _ .___ Date: tft'3A~ I BN.Q646(10/ll5) 
Note:	 "Food waste. office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. Freon-containinq appliances
 
must have signed removal certification statement with load Verification."
 
f-..	 ·----·--,·~---------------------·f--
SWO USE ONLY 1/2"5/0 1 
Load Weight (net from~r estimate): wEi (')00 Signature of Certifier: •• 
NSTec 08/23/06 
Form Rev. a 
FRM-0918 NTS LANDFJLL LOAD VERIFICATION Page 1 of 2 
SWO USE (Select One) AREA 0 23 0 6 ~ 9 ~ LANDFILL 
For waste characterization, approval, and/or assistance. contact Solid Waste Operation (SWO) at 5-7898.
 
REQUIRED: WASTE GERERA TOR INFORMATJON
 
(Tnis Iotm is (or rouotts, dump trucks, and other onsite disposal of malerials.)
 
Waste Generator: Ifttk §t>flO	 Phone Number: '~C~_r_1 _ 
Location I Origin: C! ,-;ICc.. {-J~ {l!!...l~ t?.:?- y"r- t::1Z­
Waste Category: (check one) 0 Commercial	 ~ Industrial 
'W~s"te';:y;;~':"""""~NTS""-"""""-""""'"'··er·pi.~t;~;;~;ib'ie································t~FFFA'C'6:"Oiis'it;;""-""""[rWAC"E~~epti~~'" 
(check one) 0 Non-Putrescible 0 Asbestos Containing Material 0 FFACO-offsite 0 Historic DOE/NV 
'p~jl'~'ti~''=;-'P;e~e~"ti~~'c;i;g'ory:''{~h;~k''~~~i''''~·E~1~j~~'~·~eiii~i·~;~age;;;~T····tr'Defe·';;'E;-p~~ie~ts[j-..yMp - ·..· . 
·p~·I·juti~;;·Pr;;venti·~~-Caieg·o~y:··{~h;;k··~~;)···~··Ci~~·~-:Lip..·······························-··tr··R~ui·jn~·········--··············-··········-············ _ . 
:~~i~~~:~f.§~~~~~!~~!~~~!~~~:i~~?~E~~~i:::::::::~:§~~E}}~~:~:~:6:~I:y~}~:::::::::::=::: ::~£~~~~~~E~~~I~~:~:~=:Q:::§:?~~~~!~: : :: :: :::::::: 
Prohibited Waste at all three Radioactive waste; RCRA waste; Hazardous waste; Free liquids, PCBs above TSCA regulatory 
NTS landfills: levels, and Medical wastes (needles, sharps, bloody clothing). 
Additional Prohibited Waste Sewage Sludge, Animal carcasses, Wet garbage (food waste); and Friable asbestos at the Area 9 U10C Landfill: 
REQUIRED: WASTE CONTENTS ALLOWABLE WASTES
 
Check all allowable wastes the! are contained within this load:
 
NOTE:	 Waste disposal at the Area 6 Hydrocarbon Landfill must have come into contact with petroleum hydrocarbons or
 
coolants, such as: gasoline (no benzene, lead); jet fuel; diesel fuel; lubricants and hydraulics: kerosene; asphaltic
 
..._._ _.Pi?~!.£l~.y.mJm!fQf.§!.'?9.!!~.~r.9._~!.~i'!§!:!~.il_'Y.f91:._ _ __ __ _ _ _ . 
Acceptable waste at any NTS landfill: 0 Paper 0 Rocks / unaltered geologic materials 0 Empty containers 
o Asphalt ~etal 0 Wood ~ Soil 0 Rubber (excluding tires) 0 Demolition debris 
o Plastic 0 Wire 0 Cable 0 Cloth 0 Insulaiion (non-Asbestosform) ~ Cement & concrete 
.g..~~~~!:':I.~.~~~~~.~!~!!!~:J~:::~~p..~?~!~r.~L.~':!.~~~!~~~.!.l;l.~~.' ..~~!.p.~!~.~!~~!r~!.1!.~.~?~~_?!.1.~~!?.~.~£.§L.~.~~J.	 . 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 23 Mercury Landfill: 0 Office Waste 0 Food Waste 0 Animal Carcasses 
.~.~.:~.:.~.:~~_ ~_~:.~:~~~ ~ ~.~~ ~~!~.~~=_.\~.~.~.~~_~.:.~~?.i.f.:.=~~~:~:~.~~~~~_ ~.~.~.~~~~~.~._-..-.._-.__. -_..-..--..--..-..-.__-..-..--._ ._ 
Additional waste accepted at the Area 9 U10c Landfill: 
o Non-Iriable asbestos 0 Drained automobiles and military vehicles 0 Solid fractions from sand/oil/water 
o Light ballasts (contact SWO) 0 Drained fuel filters (gas &diesel) 0 Deconned Underground and Above 
o Hydrocarbons (contact SWO) 0 Other Ground Tanks 
·Ad·ditio·~~i·w;;t~--~·~·c;pt;d·~t-th~·A·re;·6··Hyd·r;;~;rb~;;·La~diiii:······T:l""··········-·········_········•...-.....•....•-................•.•...••.........•...•...... 
o Septic sludge 0 Rags 0 Drained fuel fillers (gas & diesel) 0 Crushed non-teme plated oil filters 
o Plants 0 Soil 0 Sludge from sand/oilfwater separators 0 PCBs below 50 parts per million 
REQUIRED: WASTE GENERATOR SIGNA TURE 
Initials: __ (If initialed, no radiological clearance is necessary.) 
The above mentioned waste was generated outside of a Controlled Waste Managemen
 
knowledge, does not contain radiological materials.
 
To the best of myknOWledge, the waste described above contains only those material!
 
site. I have verified this through the waste characterization method identified above ar
 
prohibited and allowable waste items. I have contacted Property Management and ha"
 
is approved for disposal in the landfill.
 
Print Name: ....Li? to. FlRi:;J
 
Signature: , _,___ ~ _______ Date: - 16J,4),
 
Radiological Survey Release for Waste DIsposal 
ReT Initials 
__ This container/load meets the criteria for no 
added man-made radioactive material 
This container/load meets the criteria for 
Radcon Manual Tjlble 4.2 release limIts. 
~ This contlllnedl,{ad Is exempt from I!lurvey 
due 10pro.......;rjJ;nowfedge and origin. 
_ .; DATE:{, ;::.;:;~~SIGNATURE:.. -- -=-:;;;..-::.~:':':';;;!4 
BN·lJ6 
Note:	 "Food waste, office trash and animal carcasses do not require a radiological clearance. Freon-containing appliances 
must have signed removal certification statement with load Verification."
--------------------------jSWO USE ONLY {/Z"T,!O '1 
Load Weight (net fro~or 88ti:PIftla#:.!l.:J,. I t.Jo Signature of Certifier: -"""-. __ 
_ . __ ., ... _ .....__ .. _ •.. __ .._ ...._... _v....... I.IJ..&_"'-£.
~ ~ 
_.,'1' NTS On-Site HazMat Transfer - Published -- - _ 
Trackl"';, No: OPLQ7122 Mesa Number:
 
Carrier: 'JSTEC
 
VehiclE!; =104363
 
Driver: .: IRKFOREST
 CDI..: 4300161386 NV 
_.,,---------------------------------------_..
 
Depart 22-FeS-2007 13:00 Arrival: 22-FE6-2007 14:00 
~.Ul - _ 
To: MERLSCHWARTZWALTER
 
,,,15TEC NSTEC
 
MSeCAMP
 
From:"HERESA HALE 
BASE CAMP 
MERCURY,NV 89023 
,:'l'es:3 Area: 05
 
~I/dg: CAU536 Bldg: 007
 
P'hone: 702-295-1672 Phone: 702.295-6801
 
1~.lt Phone: All Phone: 702-295.6811
 
r:,oblla: 702-875-6398 Mobile: 
Entered !:.y; 61LL NICOSIA DeteEntered: 21·FEB-2007
 
Modifil'lo ay: SILL NICOSIA 22-FEB-2Q07 _
___'"" Date Modified: 
Shippe(lIVlatorlal(s} Package(s) Unlt(s) GUideNo. 
-..,._--------------------------------------­
UN/NA"'-, NON-REGULATEC WASTE 3 BOX. METAL 21050.00POUND(S) (GROSS)
 
WASTE
 
PACKAl.,'i;;S
.. u 151453, 151434,151482TPH HYDROCARBON WASTE _
__..,
24-Hr Emergency Response l'Jli&}IE.(.,( 'b .............' ...... ·<·f .... ~ 
702-295-0311 
---,,,,,,----------------------------------------
_NS'ThcRWPSecondarl' Emergenc:y ResponsaConlacl And/Or Comments 
BILL N COSIA 702-630.0223
---"",---------------------------------------­
EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
DATE_-~-=---.,;;......_-
In the eventof an incident involvingHazardous Malerlal: 
ByPhone 1. GatherHazMat shipping papers and NAER GUidebook702·295-0:311 2. Isolate the immedIate area 
3. Assess the situation: 
a. r:ire, Spill. or I.eak?ByR..dio b. People. Property,or theEnvil'Qnment at risk? 
'MAYDAY - MAYDAY. MAYOAY' 
<1, ContactOn-sileEmergencyRt!SPOh5e Personnel 
5, Reference On-Sile HazMet Transfer Tracking Number 
---.11.. -------------------------------------­
This is 10~::!rtify Ihallhe above-named melerials are propertyclassWad, described,paekaged.marked. placarded,and labeled and atEl In 
proper eOI~ :lition for transportation accordIng 10 the applicableregulations of the U,S Department of Transportation. As a slgnatoly I cerflfy 
thatI havl) I,een trained and lested 10 the requirementsof 49 CfR. Part 172·700 and Is complianl with the NTS OTSD. 
AUlhorlz:ed Signature: 0'---:"--0;.-,-"":""" _----- Date:.;2 -~,J -{} 7 TIme: 101 lf~ 
Received tW: ..;.o.. 
,--'-- ~~ _._---.,,;... ---Date:.~;JJ'OZTime: 11~
.... J 
,.. n1..... _. In~~ . ..... _1-1._.1 
---
Certificate of Disposal
 
This is to certify that the) Waste Stream No., LRY5LLPY07002, package numbers 151434) 
151,~53t and 151482 was shipped and received at the Nevada Test Site Radioactive Waste 
Management Complex in Area 5 for disposal as stated below. 
Thef(~;;a Hale NSTec Waste Generator Services Senior Technical Staff 
-_.._-----­
Shipped by Organization Title 
d-:JJ-O 7 
Signature Date 
r: l"','__ h ...----_­""' .....< 
Signature Date 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG 
 
IMAGE 
NUMBER DATE 
CORRECTIVE 
ACTION SITE DESCRIPTION 
1 08/25/1998 CAS 03-44-02 Concrete pad location prior to corrective action 
2 01/11/2007 CAS 03-44-02 Soil location during excavation 
3 01/11/2007 CAS 03-44-02 Concrete pad location during pad breakup 
4 01/11/2007 CAS 03-44-02 Drum discovered during excavation 
5 01/17/2007 CAS 03-44-02 Concrete pad location during corrective action 
6 02/08/2007 CAS 03-44-02 Concrete pad location after corrective action 
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Photograph 1:   Concrete pad location prior to corrective action (08/25/1998)
CAU 536 Closure Report
Section:  Appendix D
Revision:  0
Date:  July 2007
Photograph 2:   Soil  (01/11/2007) location during excavation
Section:  Appendix D
Revision:  0
Date:  July 2007
CAU 536 Closure Report
Photograph 3:    (01/11/2007)Concrete pad location during pad breakup
Photograph 4:    (01/11/2007)Drum discovered during excavation
02 08 2006
12 14 2006
CAU 536 Closure Report
Section:  Appendix D
Revision:  0
Date:  July 2007
Photograph 5:   Concrete pad location during corrective action (01/17/2007)
Photograph 6:    (02/08/2007)Concrete pad location after corrective action
09 28 2006
12 14 2006
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NV-2007-o28 
NV-16 
(Rev. t 1f.10(3) 
Other EdKionsObsolete u.s. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 
NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY ADMINISTRATION NEVADA SITE OFFICE 
NEPA ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST 
FOLLOW ATTACHED PROCEDURES FOR COMPLETING CHECKLIST Date 
A. Project/Activity Title (Attach a brief description of proposed project) 11fl7/06 
CAU536: Area 3 Release Site Anticipated Start Date 
0111412007 
Project Location Proposed By (if other than NNSAlNSO) 
NTSArea3 
NNSAINSO Line Management Organization NNSAINSO Project/Program Manager 
John Jones 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: If any phase of the project/activity involves any of the following considerations, 
check ves and exolain in project description. See NV·16A for consideration auidelines and examples. 
CONSIDERATION YES NO UNK CONSIDERATION YES NO UNK 
WASTE AIR EMISSIONS 
1 Non-Rad Solid Waste X 1 Biological MateriaVChemical Release X 
2 Hazardous Waste X 2 Dust/Particulate Matter X 
3 Low-level Rad Waste X 3 Explosives X 
4 Mixed Waste X 4 Diesel Generators X 
5 TRUlMixed TRUWaste X 5 Open Burning X 
6 Wastewater (domestlclindustrial) X 
SITELOCATIONIOTHER 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 1 Environmental Restoration Site (CAU) X 
1 Petroleum/Fuel (storage/use) X 2 Excavationlland SurfaceDisturbance X 
2 Underground Storage Tanks X 3 Off road travel X 
3 Aboveground Storage Tanks X 4 BiologicaVTortoise Resource Area X 
4 PCBs/Asbestos X 5 CulturaVHistoric Resource Area X 
5 PesticideslHerbicides X 6 Change in Existing Drainage Pattern X 
6 Radioactive Materials X 7 Impact to Environmental Monitoring System X 
7 Biological MaterialslSimulants X 8 Unexploded Ordnance Area X 
8 Beryllium X 9 Noise X 
9 Chemical storage/use X 10 Radiation controlled area X 
10 Useof explosiveslfirearms X 11 Drinking watersystem involvement X 
..i':>. . ":, i·i. ·].'NQ1'~E,Q8":E:eanw1J'HISU.:;8IfIj_:QSI:;·.I4Y;"'> i' " . 
B. Is the project/activity included in the final NTS EIS and the ROD or other NEPA document? 
Yes X (completeSections C, D, and E) No (complete Sections D, E, and F)
-­
C. This project/activity is included in the NTS EISIROD (or other NEPA document)under the following section and page no.: 
NTS EIS, section 3.1.3.3, Environmental Restoration Program Under Alternative 3, p. 3·12 
D. Does the proposed project/activityrequire any local, state, or federal permits or notifications? Yes No X
- -­
E. If, based on the project description and the preliminary environmental considerations noted above, the proposed action fils within a class ofaction listed 
inSubpart D of 10 CFR 1021, write Inthe space below,the paragraph number and short title from the appropriate table ofcontents of SUbpart D, 
Appendix B, C, orD, fora CX, EA, orEIS. If the proposed action does not fitwithin any class ofaenon, WTIIe "Not Usted" below. 
F. NEPA COMPUANCE OFFICER DETERMINATIONOR RECOMMENDATION: 
I have determined that the impacts of the proposed action, described in item A, are adequately addressed in the NTS EIS. No 
additional analysis or documentation is required pursuant to NEPA. If changes are made to the proposed action, further 
NEPA review may be required. 
.. . 
.. -~~ ~--
, 
5 December 2006 
\ . 
NN'SAlNSoNEPA c~i@ance Officer Date 
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- - - - - - ­NEVADA ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORAnON PROJECT
 
DOCUMENT REVIEW SHEET
 
Document Title/Number: Draft Closure Report for Document Date: JUly 2007 
CAU 536, Area 3 Release Site 
Author/Organization: NSTec 
Revision Number: 0 
Date Comments Due: July 13,2007 
Responsible NNSAINSO ERP Federal Sub-Project 
Director: Kevin Cabbie 
Reviewer's 
Review Criteria: Full Signature _ 
Reviewer/OrganizationfPhone Number: Jeff 
MacDougall/NDEP/486-2850, ext.233 
ResponseComment ResponseComment Recommendation/AlternativeComment 1 T~pe Accepted 
Location 
Number/ 
(Initial) 
1 
The concentration unit Include the missing concentration Because the comment location is 
page A-6 of 
I. Appendix A, s 
(pCi/g) is missing from unit. in Appendix A of the closure
 
A-44
 the potassium-40 value. report, which is excerpted from 
a previously- drafted, reviewed, 
and published document as 
published, no alterations are 
possible, and the missing 
concentration cannot be 
included. 
a Comment Types: M = Mandatory, S = Suggested 
Page I of I 
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LIBRARY DISTRIBUTION LIST 
 
U.S. Department of Energy 1 (Uncontrolled, electronic copy) 
National Nuclear Security Administration 
Nevada Site Office 
Technical Library 
P.O. Box 98518, M/S 505 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8518 
 
U.S. Department of Energy 1 (Uncontrolled, electronic copy) 
Office of Scientific and Technical Information 
P.O. Box 62 
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-0062 
 
Southern Nevada Public Reading Facility 2 (Uncontrolled, electronic copies) 
c/o Nuclear Testing Archive 
P.O. Box 98521, M/S 400 
Las Vegas, NV 89193-8521 
 
Manager, Northern Nevada FFACO 1 (Uncontrolled, electronic copy) 
Public Reading Facility 
c/o Nevada State Library & Archives 
Carson City, NV 89701-4285 
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